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Tony Washer leads his stallion, Golden Boy, to the sleigh to hitch him up before Washer and
his girl friend, Miss Mary Hopson, take a ride on the snow. Washer made the sleigh and keeps
It and his stallion at the barn of his grandparents, Mr and Mrs. Jim Washer, near Kirksey.
Tony is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Washer, Jr., Olive Street, Murray, and is a stu-




The Delta Omega- Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi initiated twenty-
three pledges into .W..t organi-
zation on January 13. Students
who have distinguished acade-
mic records are invited to pled-
ge this honorary k- —'-v.
Dr. Stanford Hendrickson, an
outstanding educator and mem-
ber of the Murray State Univer-
sity faculty was the guest speak-
er at the banquet following the
initiation ceremony.
Attending the banquet were
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Sparks and
faculty and students who are
members of the fraternity.
Those initiated into the fra-
ternity are as follows: Brenda
K. Anderson, Rebecca Blackaton,
Marilyn Crawford, Janice Dees,
Frances Gregory, Suzanne Hall,
Norma Kay Herald, Sharon
Johnwn, Jacquelyn Miller, Lin-
da Morse, Sarah Ray Peebles,
Claudia Ann Pennington, Gay
Ann Phillips, Janet Ratliff, Lin-
da Sanford, Mary-Russell Shaw,
Sue Zanne Thomas, Donna Bray
Thompson, Sharon Venable,
'Electra Vernon, Dortbea Ann






quite cloudy tonight and Thurs-
day with a chance for some
very light snow late tonight or
Thursday morning with little
or no accumulation. Continued
raid today and tonight and not
quite so cold Thursday. High to-
day 16 to 24, low tonight 8 to
16, high Thursday in *user 201
and low 30s. Northeasterly
winds 12 to la miles per hour
today, becoming 'kast 5 to 10
miles per hour tonight apd
southeast 7 to 14 miles per
hour Thursday. Probability of
' measurable precipitation 10 per
cent or less today, increasing
to 20 per cent tonight and
Thursday. Friday cloudy and
cool with • ehance for rain.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5,
down ,0.2; below dam -302.8, up
6:6, no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
down 0.2; below dam 315:2,
down 1.2.
Sunset 5:09, sunrise 7:07.
Moon set 6:23 a. as.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
By United Press international
Temperatures in Kentucky
Thursday through Monday will
average 12 to 13 degrees below
normal with a moderating trend
after the weekend, normal highs
are 40 to 49, normal are 22 to
Precipitation will average a-
bout one-quarter of an inch
with 'ha riarliiCT adrift' oe-
curries by weekend. •
Nunn's Credit Card Proposal
Runs Into Opposition Tuesday,
By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. tara — Gov.
Louie B. Nunn's proposal to
dry-up the flood of unsolicited
credit cards into Kentucky ran
head-on into a counter propos-
al by a Western Kentucky law-
maker in state Senate action
Tuesday evening.
Sen. Pat M. McCuiston, D-
Peanbrooke, a .Christian County
banker and farmer, proposed
instead that the cotusumer be
held liable for such unsolicited
credit cards unless the card is
destroyed, returned, or the is-
suer receives written notifica-
tion it 'has been stolen.
Nunn's proposal, past of a
consumer program disclosed at
a press conference Monday, it
would simply make it illegal for
a person to be issued a credit
card tiniest he has previously
made a written application for
It:
-- Udder McCuiston's proposal,
all unsolicited credit cards wo-
uld have to contain a promin-
ently printed warning "notice—
If you do not want the enclosed
credit card, it should be destroy-
ed or returned to sender with-
in 10 days or you may be liable
for its unauthorized use." The
issuer would also have to en-
close a stamped, return enve-
lope for the receiver to return
the unwanted card. In the other
portion of Nunn's package in-
cluded a deceptive trade met
tires act, a state credit card
crime bill, an unsolicited goods
bill and a debt-pool regulatory
measure were introduced is the
governor had promised. Not in-
cluded, however, was the ex-
pected measure to eatablish a
poultry and rabbit inspection
system.
Nicholas H. Baker, D-
Louisville, introduced another
Daylight Saving Time measure.
This one would call on the U.
S. Congress to amend the pres-
ent Uniform_ Time Act of 1966




Two traffic accidents were in-
vestigated by the Murray Police
DeOurtelent on Tuesday. No in-
juries We reported.
The firslaoccurred at 12:10
p. m. on South lath Street.
Cars involved Were a 1969
Thunderbird two door -hardtop
driven by Dennis Ray Richersen
of Murray Route Three and It
1962 Chevrolet convertible own-
ed by Bobbie McCuiston and
driven by Danny Steve Mc-
Cuiston of Murray Route One.
Police sai,d McCuiston, going
south on South 8th Street, told
them a struck 'stopped in front
of tett heattbrets-brakes, &tra-
ded around, and hit the curb on
the east side of the 'street. The
MoCuiston car rolled back and
Rieherson was unable to stoP
in time to avoid a collision, ac-
Cording to the police report.
Damage to the Richerson car
was on the left boat and -,:to
the McCuiston car on the left
rear.
Cars involved in the collision
on North 12th Street at 7:15
p. m. were a 1966 Ford Galaxie
owned by Rboert C. Holden and
driven by Robert A. Heiden of
Deer Park, N. Y., and a 1941
Ponitac Catalina owned by
James Guffy and driven by Deb-
orah Ray Guffy of LaCenter.
Police said the Guffy car was
parked against he curb head-
ed South on Nottlrl2th Street
-waiting_ tor_a_ service _truck to
dart her car. Holden, goingLt. Gov. 'Wendell Ford, would
south on North' 12th Street, cc*permit Daylight Time to be in
effect from the last Monday in tided with the Guffy car, accord-
May to the first Tuesday in Sep- jog to the Peliee report.
tember. Damage to the Holden
was on the right side and te
Daylight Time is now in ef- the Guffy car on the left reaa
feet from the last Sunday in
April to the last Sunday in Oc-
tober. The effect of Baker's res-
olution would be to basically
confine Daylight Time to the
non-school months. Performed Tonight•
McCuiston also introduced
bills to regulate revolving cred-




—Remove the interest rate
Ceiling on revenue bond sales




claim cases to only that por-
tion of the injury or disease
sustained on the job. _
—Increase the State Fair bo-
ard from six to seven members.
—Decrease the penalty to in-
prisonment for not more than
one year and-,-or allsat_of
to $100 for -convictien. of car-
rying a concealed deadly weap-




MSU community Service Pro-
ject has started a recreation
program at the Murray Higb
School gym, for Saturday morn
jags, 8 a. m. until 11:30 a. m
Junior High (grades 7th thrt
9th)' will start at 8:00 a. m. and
last until- 9:30 a. m. the Sen-
ior High will be from 9:30 a-
m. until 11:00 a. m., adults will
start at 11:00 a. m.
The programs will -include:
basketiall, volleyball, trampo
line, modern dance, gymnastics
physical conditioning, slimniut
ics, wrestling, and various wor
thwhile dernonstrations.
Joe Fulks will be the super
visor and Mike Free, the coord-
inator. All activities will be au-
pervised by college students:
Entrance and. exit will be by
the door of the gym/No show-
ers can be taken at the school,
and everyone Must wear sneak-
ers and sign in.
'If this program proves suc-
cessful. additional days may' be
added or it may lieuyand




Two of the major works of
Ludwig van Beethoven- will be
performed tonight weep the
Murray State University Wind
Sinfonietta and • Sj mphonic
Band present the annual Wint-
er Concert in the university au.
diteriuni-ar 8:00 p. re.
In recognition of the bicen-
tennial of Beethoven's birth this
year, (1770-1970) two of the four
selections on the program will
be "Symphony No. 5, in' C mi-
nor, Op. 69"-Iiit! the "Overture
to Egmont, Op. 84."
' Floyd V. Burt, Supervisor of
Music in the Paducah City Sho-
ols will appear is honored-guest
conductor and wilhcpriduct both
of ,.the- Beethoven works. •
The other selections on the
program are "A Festive Over
ture" by Alfred Reed and ' m-
phony For Band". by Vincent
Persichetti.
Bill Asks For $11 Million
For Universitt of Louisville
By CHARLES PENTECOST
FRANKFORT (UPI) --- A
bill introduced Tuesday night in
The House of Representatives
asks that the University of Lot)-
be allocated an additional
$11 million over the next bianni-
urn from the general fund.-
The bill introduced, by Rep.
Carl Net, D-Couisville, asks $4.5
million‘for the operation of 11.,
ef L. during the 1970-71 fiscal
year and $6.5 million during the
71-72 ftscal year.
It notes that the sums which
would be appropriated for the
U. of I, under FIB 162 the last
bill iubmitted Tuesday night -
are in addition to those approp-
riated to the school in HR 18,
the 1970 Appropriations Act.
It said the additional funds
are required to keep intact the
opportunities under 1968 legisla-
tion, particularly the pOst-grad-
fate programs. .
Among resolutions introduced
Tuesday Wed was one by Rep.
Pete. Conk Sniandsville; *Sling
that the State Air' Pollution Con-
dare recom-Mended by the staff'
and its committe(. •
quantity of sulphuradiosi
particulates permitted 114 it.
Amtotal, e.f.„1,5.41,114w, -
duced in the House's
Tuesday night session.
They included:
- Reqniring candidit es a -
mination at any 'caucus, cola,-
tion primary or general ,'l,'--ti' l
to- file a written statement %vie
the Kentucky registry of Flectia.
Finance and with his county ca-
rk, listing by name each ;ion: ,
inas;;,•-
Exempting commercial ran-
lo, television Land leletihoni, e'r
uipment directly used or azi:,o -
lated with electronic evilest
excepting radio and t el e v Lst,
towers from local and sae,' o
taxes. •
Providing a specie'
wit of payments of the Issas
of deceased teachers ref'Lln,1
accumulated contrilaiticais to 1! •
Teachers' Retirement and.
-Providing that feta to 1 las
sicturr selected by the
perform examinations b ' Vale*
' ,




The average for the sale of
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
market Nvas lower Tuesday than
011 (Vetting day On Monday, accor-
ding to figures released by 011ie
Bar-nett, reporter for the local
market.
The Murray market reported
an avéhg of $47.53 for Tuesday Ralph B. Meceristen
as compaIa the average of
$49.13 for the-Monday sales.
A total of 278,469 pounds were r Stewart'sold Tuesday with the money M_
being tl,3RR, Rarnpft ;mkt. 
four Murraytire  floors, loran's,
Sales are continuing today aes Today




Three Calloway County fresh-
men at Murray State University-
Kathy Evans, Steven Knight end
Joseil F. Miller-have betide°,
scholarships from the Murray
Cititai. Club renewed for the
spr semester.
In making the announceillait,
Dr, E. McClellan, chairman
f tLE Civitan scholarship co-
rnmtee, said each of the six-
dena had attained the scholar.
" status necessary to retain
award for a second consecu-
tive semester.
Miss ,Evans, a graduate of
Murray University School, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Paul Evans of Murray Rt. 5.
She is a business major.
a Son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Knight of 318 S. 15th Street,
Knight is a psychology mean*.
He graduated last spring, from
Murray High School.
A graduate of Calloway'County
High School, Miller is a biology
major at Murray State. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Miller of Pexter Rt, 1.
Each of the three received a
scholarship from the Civi-
tan Club foe the fall semester,
along with S matching grant of
-100 from the Economic Oppore
tunny program, They have each
een awarded another matching
100 grant for the spring semes-






Mrs. llie Collins of Elm
reel. Paris, Tenn,, died -Tues-
.. at 12:211 a. M. - at Chese-
.0-e Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She
Funeral services were held
-day at 1:30 p. m. at McEvoy
iiapel, Paris. Tenn. Burial was
. the Olive Branch cemetery
She- was born February_
tea in Calloway County, Ky.
le ‘1,,,,,r„tit, of the fate--
- Lioniridge and Anna u n t
runa-r'idge. She married in 1914
, Ernest Collins and he Ore-
Arai her in death in 1980.
,.a,eviasolaristmeinber of the Chur-of -
Survivars include five daugh-
•rs Mrs. Valerie Robinson, Mrs.
aarjorie Perry, Mrs. Sunshine
1,sid, Mrs. Irma Cook - arid Mrs
--Here- Hatcher all- of -Paris,
. ann.; two sons, Erneat Collins
ad Walter Collins, both of
. aria. twenty grandchildren and
n great •granticlaldrep. A
-- d her in death in 4954:
,i.lugcehrterfunlicrIrs: erele Robins
ecede
Memorials may be sent to the
FIREMEN CALLED
The Murray Tire Department
tailed lit night. at 10:50
the Sracruisi +Wilding at 'Clue
-* State UniveIsityt
'lament rer•ords- said it wai-
ls alarms-erre end ma _fink was
firemen were- back
t: ',ion at 11W p
At Age 92
Charlie Stewart of 310 North
6th Street, age 92, died. thle'
morning at 8:15 at his home.
His death was due to complica-
tions following an extended ill-
ness.
The deceased and his wife,
Mrs. Dela Geurin Stewart, who
survives would have celebrated
their 70th wedding anniversary
On April 1 of this year.
He was a member of the First
Baptist .Church and of the Wood-
men of the World.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dela Gamin Stewart, 310 North
6th Street; .two daughters, Mrs.
Harry (Flora) MonTrof 405 Nor-
th 5th Street and Miss Inez Ste-
wart ot, 110.-tinela fah Street;
one son. Colonel R. C. Stewart
ef Saigon, Vietnam; one sister-
in-law, Mrs. Bell Geurin of Mur-
ray Route Five; one brother,
Stokley Stewart of Coldwater; two
grandchildren, Danny Stewart in
college in California, and Scott
Stewart of Omaha, Nebraska.
Funeral arrangements are In-
complete, but friends may call
at the Max H. Churchill Funeral




Eulis Miller Watson of Farm-
ington Route Ong died this morn-
ing at 8:30 at the Fuller-Morgan
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 77
years of age.
Theadeceased is survived by
one sister, Mrs. John Fuqua of
Mayfield, and two brothers, Bro-
oks Watson of Kirksey and Pat
Watson of Far mingtoriRente One.
Funeral arrangements are in-
complete, but friends may call





Mrs. lrewey Ragsdale of Mur-
died this morning at 3:30
at his home in s
Tenn..
He was 78 years of age. Fu-
neral services are tentatively
Scheduled - for Thursday with
the Shan= Funeral Home, Ash-'
land City, in eharge- of the ar-
rangements.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Humphreys, five daught-
ers, one 9ont.vio sisters, Vrs.
Ragsdale of Murray and Mrs.
T. W. l'ardue of Hopkinsville,
and one brother, J. J. Humph-
reys of Nashville, Tenn.
ONE -CITED
Ralph McCuiston Named
To Post Tuesday Night
Ralph B. McCuiston was em-
.ployed as Road Supervisor for
Calloway County at' the meet-
ing of the Calloway County Fis-
cal Court held Tuesday at se-
ven p. m at the court house.
County Judge Robert 0. Mil-
ler sand Epplicatitns 'for the pa-
anion vie..e received frim Ralph
B. McCuiston and Teddy G. Al-
exander for the position. The
advertisement for appliCitions
for the position was run in
the Ledger & Times.
McCuisten's -job as road su-
pervisor will be the maintenan-
re and "on of roads
in Calloway County, according
to Judge Miller.
The judge said that McCue
Ann was well qualified for the
job as he has ten years exper
ience in - the location and con-
struction of roads and bridges
with the Kentucky State High-
way Department and the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority. He has
twentat-five years experience in
actual construction of all phases
of road and bridge building and
maintenance.
McCuiston first started as an
employee by the Kentucky
State Highway Department in
the summer of 1936 with the
engineering department as a
rodman. He advanced to instru-
ment man by 1939 at which time
he resigned to work with the
TVA -as party , chief with the
highway and railroad division.
In 1942 -he entered the Arm-
ed Forces and served with the
IliBth. RA& INitis.Aliliree Mat
Airborne Division serving in,the
European Theater of Operation
in the building of roads, bridg-
es, and air strips entil the sur-
render of Germaity in 1943.
McCuiston returned to Mur-
ray went into the road con-
struction business for himself.
In 1955 he accepted a position
with the Kentucky State High-
way Department as Advisory
Highway Commissioner of the
First District which consisted
of eighteen counties.
In 1969 he went back into
business for himself and has
been engaged in the !wilding
of math, streets, airports, etc.,
until the present time.
Judge ,McCiiiston 'said die
road supervisor must qualify
with the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky Highway Department and
pass an examination given by
the Kentucky State Highway De-
partment.
Present for the ,meeting were
all magistrates of the county,
K. B. McCuiston, Lentils Hale,
Martin Young, and Wayne Flora.
Also attending the meeting
were Cotnity Court Clerk Mar-
vin Harris, County Attorney





The Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Cello-
way County Public Library Mon-
day, January 28 at 7:00 p. m.
The leaders for the sessions
will be Dr. and Mrs. Alfred
Wolfson. Pascal's Pensees will
be discussed.
This group has met monthly
for almost four consecutive
years. They are well into the
second set of the Great Books
Series and have covered writ-
ings of persons such as Socrates--.
Homer, Tolstoy and Augustine.
- Anyone may attend these ses-
sions, and MSU students are
particularly invited. The lead-
ers Veiiined to lead the..
discussions by asking basic and
follow-up questions in order to
encourage the- group to ex-
change ideas on the book. just
read.
The Great Hooks- Foundation
is'a non-profit organization bi-
corporated in 1047. By means
of group discussions of- books
dealing with the basic problems
of mankind it offers a liberal
education. The books are avail-
able at the library and may be
checked out on request.
Murray and Calloway Count-
tans are fortunate in having a
free program of this kind of-
fered to them over a period of
years. said Margaret Troathan,
librarian.
One persen, was cited by the
Murry l'olice Department on
Tuesday. It was for non having
4 city auto dicker and not hav-
ing a state _inspection sticker.
ZETA'MEET CANCELLED
The Zeta Departineinit Vie
yw, Wernaa's Clun, has can-
celled its meeting Iiii u
January 22, at 730 in.
'




Lester Maddox ordered a suit
dr.awn sup against the federal
government Tuesday in an eta
fort to stop the enforcement of
"discriminatory" public schoo
desegregation edicts in Georgia.
The suit, to be filed by Attor
ney General Arthur Bolton in a
federal' (mutt in „Washington
within the next few days,
contend that Georgia- is being
denied equal pfotection of the
law because federal Integration
orders do net apply uniformly
In all states.
"Don't Surrender"
Maddox also urged Georg
School Supt. Jack Nix and other
school officials,, not to "sur-
render to the illegal 'and un-
constitutional demandi of the
If. S. Supreme Cnurt."
. Many Southern* school- dis-
tricts, including a number in
Georgia, are under orders to de-
segregate by Feb. I;
Seta Herniae Tali-midge,
Ga., said in the senate i uesuat
the acceleratad integration has
created "turmoil" in his state
and threatens to "under min
education." He said the govern-
ment, the courts and congress
seem more concerned wi
ride' balance in classrooms
than with education.
Rep. Fletcher Thompson, R-
Ga.. said he asked the Justic...
Department in a letter why
racial balance was used as a
standard instead of free:loin
Iteurgitwerietteetig‘fitiiir
lion was ignored in the depart.
ment'is which
government- Intends to combat
school desegregation in the1 continuing public eduratlen."
North as well, as the Soutni-
Thompson said.
- Kirk Predicts Extension
Id Florida, Gov. Claude Kirk
predicted the Supreme Court
woidd pant his reauested ex-
tension of a Feb. 1 desegrega-
tion deadline to June 15. Kirk
told the high court Monday if it
didn't extend thg. deadline he
would do s9 himself by executive
decree.
ne • t lorula Education Board,
headed by Kirk, told school of-
ficials Tuesday to desegregate
on the basis of neighborhood
schools., with "no duty" to bus-
students - to -achieve-a racial
balance. •
Mississippi a.John Bell
Williams Tuesday praised Kirk
and Gov. John McKeithen of
Louisiana, who --said he would
defy orders for busing students,
for their - stands. "Now, hope-
Mly, Mississippi will-not have
to stand alone, but may be able
to enlist some help Mini- our
sister states and theie--govern-
ors," he-said. -
But Williams was accused cil
letting the state "drift like a
ship at sea" in the face of mas-
sive public school desegregation
by Sam 0, Cain, an official of
the Southern National Party,
who called-tor "offensive resist-
ante."
Around 500 students at Colum-
bus, Ga., . marched.' to the
school board Tuesday to protest
further school integration, and
In Atlanta, the Board". of Man-
agers of the Georgia Parent.
-Teacher' Acsociatioci
night called 'upon local PTA's to
vort TWAckaat—ArkcIAIA_:e_
study and kiritiiilite OWns for-
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
JERUSALEM - Foreign Minister Abbe Eban, commenting on
the lack of progress in Big Four efforts to achieve peace in the
Middle East:
"After nearly a year, there has not been any positive movement,
surely the best thing now is to iry another direction."
CHICAGO - Undersecretary of State Elliot L. Richardson, dis-
counting the value of a U. S. pullout from Europe:
"If . . all our current forces in Europe were brought home
and stationed in this country, little or no savings would appear
In our defense budget. We might even have to spend a bit more."
NEW YORK -Cassius Clay, shocked at his "defeat" by the
Late Rocky Mercian° in a simulated ffghtprogrammed by computer.
"I'll never fight again. . . They're destroying my image. That
computer was made in Alabama."
WASHINGTON - Liz Carpenter, Ladybird Jorwson's former
press secretary, explaining the outspokeness of her acid remarks:
'IP tried to be a good member of the 'silent majority' but I
wasn't up to it. I felt like Martha Mitchell (wife of the attorney
general) with a mouthful of oovocaine."
Deaths reported are Glen Edward Cook, age 18, killed in anautomobile accident last night, Hosie Hodges, age 73, and Mrs.George Jones, age U.
Eleven ladies of the Calloway County Homemakers Club andCounty Home Demonstration agent, Mrs. Barletta Wrather, willattend the annual Farm and Home Week at the University ofKentucky,
Paid Gargus has been notified that be was first in the BowlingGreen district of the Kentucky Central Life Insurance Companyfor 1959,
The Boy Scout Reservation on Kentucky Lake was robbed thenight of January is Irina about $2,000 in tents, tarps, etc.. taken.
4 motion has been filed in Calloway County Court for the division
of lie Southwest Murray precinct, according to Nat Ryan Hughes,
coUBIty attorney.
The signal for the nevi), formed rescue squad will be three long
bleats on the siren, according to Fire Chief William Spencer.
Mr. and Mrs. Coftleld Vance are the parents of a son born at
the Murray Hospital.
An average of $24.24 per hundred was reported for the sale
of dark fired tobacco here.
Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof. - Romans 13:14.
The Christian faith is loving God so much that other things
seem far less attractive.
1970
MARGH
Oirr000stsmAH MART Y ~MACKE
OF SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA,
IS A RUGGED SOCCER PLAYER
AND ALL-AROUND SPORTS FAN
HE Eki.KYYS CAMPtsiG, HOOKS AND
r 411111,1- FISHING WITH HIS PARENTS AND
• )'151. 
FIVE HEALTHY OLDER ep.GTHERS
, EARNS G000 'mays WI salooiNo, LOVES TO PAINT.
MRS MIM M410( IS AN • •-
AMA MARCM 4 DIMES VOLUNTEER •
I
• 'PREVENTMAT' DEFECTS
• to the MARCH OF DIMES!
SPREADING His WEALTH -Michael James Brody, 21.. cuddles
wtfeltente as he talks to reporters4n New York during the
hoopla over his announcement he give away his $25
million oleomargarine inheritance (bankers say it is less,
merely a division of a $8.881,000 estate). They met..Abe said.
when she went td his home -to sell Michael and some of
his friends some hashish." During gtvestway ,• activities










CLOSE* AND CLOSER to Cairo are current Israeli air Mids
'Isyntbolsi. Until recently the Suez Canal area was target.
"Happy to be home! But happ-
et to have been in attendance
t the seminar of Jehovah's Wit-
esses at the Franklin, Tenne-
ssee, High School," is the gen-
eral expression of the twenty-
two Witnesses who were
among the 1332 in attendance.
George R, Bandarra, presid-
ing minister of the Murray con-
gregation , saith "One special
feature of the assembly was the
baptism Saturday morning when
new ministers were baptized.
The speaker , Kelsey B. Crist,
circuit minister, said, 'The gro-
atest safeguard against involve-
ment with the growing atheistic
tendencies is knowing and doing
the will of God as footstep fol-
lowers of Christ. Such training
of our youths in this regard is
the responsibility of the Chris-
tian minister. And when such
training is carried on within
the family circle, it will prevent
the so-called generation gap,"
The Saturday night program
dealt with the free Bible educa-
tion program being conducted
world-wide by Jehovah's Witne-
sses. Talks and demonstrations
stressed aiding others, includ-
ing the members of one's family,
to learn of Jehovah God and his
provisions for salvation through
the impending war of Armaged-
don.
The public discourse "True
Worship Versus the False" giv-
en on Sunday afternoon by Nicho-
las Kovalak, Jr.. district super-
visor of ministers, highlighted
the seminar. The speaker stated
"The distinction between true
worship and false is as evident
today as when idolatrous and
pagan acts of Baal worship were
practiced by the nation of Israel
In the days ofElijah and Elisha.
As then all persons today must
decide to be identified with false
worship or true worship."
Mr. Kovalak's concluding talk
"Maintaining YOUT Conduct Fine
Among the Nations" helped all
to fully appreciate how Bible




/NEW YORK (UP1)- The
 -.Dow-Jones Industrial Average
Is very close to a major
bottom says the Dines Letter.
The firm expects the "begin-
1 ng 
of a very important new 
.biull market not later than the
second half of 1970," Consu-
mers are retrenching, providing
a latent demand for the future,,
and bad news on fundamentals
ow means that "the road is
being paved for a tremendous
upturn."
- --
Fresh signs of an economic
recession should help to hasten
an easing in the administra-
tion's tight money policies, says
Alexander Hamilton Institute.
Until this happens, the market
will probably "continue its
lackluster course." However,
for the long-term investor, the
present market, as measured
by the Dow-Jones Industrial
Average, is at a bargain level,
---
Rarely have we witnessed
such a dichotomy in the
market, says Spear and Staff.
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IN "CAMPUS LIGHTS" — The leading roles in the 33rd pro-
duction of "Campus Lights" February 12.14, will be played by
these three Murray Stele University students: Left to right,
Charles Tichenor, sophomore, Calhoun; Trove Everley, Junior,
Rockport; and Dick Stevens, senior, Rantoul, Ill. More than 150
Mbrray State students are involved in this year's production, a
musical' iomedy centered around Ilse problems encountered by
an off-Broadway theatre company attempting to put together w
wheirlf-ti-Wrtiffit,111retrectiia prodUted-gfirtly bY the sliodifiti-.
• • — .
occur.
SABOTAGE SU 1 6.i)
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Atomic Energt- CoMmission
says it is investigating whether
sabotage Might have been
behind • some instances of
vandal-Gm at its plant in Rocky
Flats, Colo.
"There has been some
damage to federal property
which:. is being investigated at
1?0,ky Flats," a spokesman
said Wednesday. But it said
plutonium fire at the.plant May
11 is not considered to- 1pve
been possible sabotage.- .The
Al.c said the fire was used
thr upentaneous corabestion:
WEDNESDAY — JANUARY 21, 1970
Russians Must Wait Another
Year For New Automobiles
The RUSSiiin who wanted an
automobile in 1970 has been
told once more that he will
have to wait until next year, or
maybe longer.
Top Soviet planners, including
Leonid Brezhnev, party leader,
and Premier Alexei Kosygin
blame much of it on the
weather, a bad winter and
drought and floods during the
summer.
But as a matter of fact, the
Soviets are caught in a vicious
circle- the average Russian
BOWLING
STANDINGS
T.Y. Service Center 41/2
Lindseys 41
Mur, Lodge No. 2011 391/2
Mo. Go, 011 33




















































tactory worker is making about
$130 a month, more than he
ever made before, but then he
finds no place to spend it.
This in turn reduces his
Incentive and so he loafs on the
job or is absent. Production is
reduced and the vicious circle
spins on and on.
All this is acutely embarrass-
ing to Brezhnev and Kosygin
who threw out Nildta }thrush-
obey in 1964 partly because of
pie-Jo-the-sky promises he could
not keep and who in 1965
Instituted an economic reform
program they hoped would
straighten everything out.
For months Russian newspa-
pers have complained about low
productivity and warning that
1969 would not be a good year.
The Russians really began
getting the bad news in mid-
December when Deputy Pre-
mier Nikolai Baibakov told the
Supreme Soviet consumer coo-
sumer needs would not be fully
met in 1970.
"The demand of the popula-
tion for furniture, refrigerators,
motorcycles, automobiles
building materials, consumer
goods and food products will
still not be satisfied fully," he
said.
An editorial in the party
newspaper Pravda declared it
was necessary "to improve
decisively the organization and
management of the national
economy, striving for high
organization, strict discipline
and correct estimation of the
labor of every worker and
Individual collectives for com-
bining the efforts of millions
upon millions of working people
Into a single purposeful force."
It vraS another way of sang
that management in the middle
echelons was not doing its job,
either because they did not
understand the economy re-
forms or were afraid they

















By United Press International
Today is Wednesday Jan, 21,
the 21st daY of 1970 with 344 to
follow. -
The moon is in its first
quarter.
The morning stars arc_
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mars
and Saturn.
On this day in history.
In 4861 Jefferson Da
resigned from the United States
Senate twelve days before
Mississippi seceded from the
Union,
In 1954 the first ab3fnic
powered submarine, the Nauti,
lus, the launched at Groton,
Conn.
In 1968 an Air Force B52
bomber carrying four hydrogen
bombs crashed off Greenland.
---
A thought for the day:
President Harry Truman said.
"The responsibility of the great
states is to serve and not
dominate the world." ,
Lyndon H. Johnson was the
first American president to be
sworn in by a woman,
—.James Nakraiih. a Canadian.
-11!Yt
in DEEionlbei. : •
WAGES ARE FACTOR
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
Barry. M, Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
says union wage demands are
the "treat unmentioned factor
in the whole inflation picture."
He said Congress must
"develop some guts" during the
next few years and act to put
curbs on the labor movement.
"Not until Congress takes
action to cut down on the
powers, the liberties, the
Immunities and the privileges
of our large labor unions will
we make the kind of progress
which is needed," he said.
The first Congress to
appropriate $1 billion was the
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Dodd Sees 11th Game As
Partial Answer To Woes
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI) — Be..
Dodd, low-time advocate of 11
game seasons for college foot
ball teams, says the extra game
won't solve the problem of ris-
ing athletic costs — "but it
sure will help."
Georgia Tech's athletic direc-
tor sees the llth game, legal-
ized by the NCAA at its annual
meeting last week, as only a
partial answer to the "keeping
up with the Jones" struggle.
"Although our operating costs
have jumped tremendously over
the past decade, tickets, our
basic form of revenue, have
had only a token increase in
price," Dodd said.
Tech got $5 for a ticket in
the late '50s and now, with a
couple of 50-cent boosts along
the way, gets $6 — a 20 per
cent climb in a decade that
saw expenses doubled.
Dodd, who had an 11 - game
schedule (1960-53) until the NC-
AA clamped on a 10-game lim-
it, didn't waste any time find-
ing an llth opponent for Geor-
gia Tech.
Will Play Earlier
A few" days after the NCAA
relented, he signed a..four year
contract with South Carolina.
Tech, which had been scheduled-"
to open its 1970 season on Sept,
19 against Florida State, will
play the Gamecocks here Sept.
12.
"Our biggest single expense,
as at all such schools, is the
cost of sending our athletes
through college," Dodd continu-
ed. "The cost of a college edu-
cation has gone up in leaps and
bounds."
Dodd noted that barely half
of Tech's athletes who are on
grants-in-aid are from this state
and that it costs a lot more to
send an out-of-state student to
school.
"This is true at all state-
supported schools," Dodd said.
"We've long recognized that we
could trim our costs apprecia-
bly if most of our athletes were
from within the state. But the
practicalities of recruiting for-
bid this."
Dodd lists recruiting as the
second largest expense item in
a school's athletic budget and
he applauded the NCAA 's ef-
forts to cut this expense by
placing limits on recruiting.
Must Have Best
"But this will be difficult to
control," he said. "It's a simple
fact that teams must get the
best players, wherever they are
available, if they wish to com-
pete against other teams which
are doing the same thing."
Dodd pointed out that the pop-
ularity of professional football
forces colleges to maintain top-
level teams in order to compete
for the fans' dollars.
"We're going to have to go
to $7 within the next couple of
years and I understand that
several of the Southeastern Con-
ference schools may go to $7
next year," Dodd said. "It's dif-
ficult to cut corners and stall
provide the sort of teams that
will attract these prices."
Dodd said that not only have
coaching salaries risen "consid-
erably" but most of the major
colleges have added people to
their staffs —
"It all adds up," he went
•''liie-cists of education, recruit-
ing, coaching, travel and equip-
ment have all increased far
more rapidly than income. Sol-
utions must be found if college
football is to survive as we now
know it.
"Adding an 11th game was a
step in the right direction."
BETTORS' BONUS
AGUA CALIENTE, Mexico
.(1TP1)-- Agua Caliente, which
normally has horse racing only
on weekends, will be open
Friday this week because of the
strike at Santa Anita.
The extra day of racing is
being offered on a trial basis.




NEW YORK (UP!)— Orga-
nized baseball has been given
until Feb. 3 to show cause to
U.S. District Judge Dudley B.
Bonsai why star outfielder Curt
Flood's request to be made a
free agent should not be
granted.
Judge Bonsai granted orga-
nized baseball two additional
weeks to prepare its case in
defense of a suit by Flood
which challenges the game's
reserve clause. Flood chal-
lenged the clause, which binds
a player to the team with which
e signs unless traded or sold,
after he was traded by the St.
Louis Cardinals to the Philadel-
phia Phillies during the winter.
The defendants in the suit are
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, the
presidents of the American and
National Leagues and the 24
clubs.
NEW YORK (UPI).— The
United Press International top
20 college basketball teams
with won-lost record and first
place votes in parentheses.
(seventh week)
Teani Points
1. UCLA (30) (12-0) 343
2. Kentucky (5)(13.0) 305
3. South Carolina (12-1) 265
4. St. Bonaventure (10-0) ZU
5. New Mexico-St.41,54---,—=
6. Jacksonville (13-0) 123
7. Houston (12-1) , 86
8. Marquette (12-1) 71
9. Illinois (12-2) 59
10. North-Carolina (12-3) 56
11. Davidson (11-2) 42
12. Ohio Univ. (11-2) 33
13. Texas-El Paso (11-2) 24
14. Columbia (13-2) 18
15. Southern Calif (10-3) 15
16. (tie) Pennsylvania (12-1) 11
(tie) Santa Clara (12-2) 11
18. Wyoming (11-2) 10
19. North Carolina St.(12-1) 8
20. (tie) Drake (12-5) 7
(tie) Utah (11-4) 7
Others receiving five or more
points: Kansas State, Louis-
ville, Vi1lanova, Baylor, Niaga-
ra, Notre Dame.
Tigers Scalp Indians, 80-56
The Murray High Tigers jump-
ed to an early lead over the Ben-
ton Indians last night and never
let up as they went on to win,
80-56.
The Tigers popped the nets
for 18 points in the first quarter
and held the Indians to only 9
and by halftime Murray High
had increased the lead to 17
points. 44-27.
The Tigers poured on the
steam in the final quarter and
increased the lead to 24 points.
90-56, by the end of the game.
The Tigers' assault on the
Benton basket ended with five
Murray cagers scoring in double
figures. Leading the scoring was
Albert Scott with 19 points follow-
ed by Pat Lamb with 17, Steve
Hale 15, Allen Hudspeth 12, and
David Alexander 10.
High scorer for Benton was
Eddie Selwitz with 11 points foll-
owed by Davis and Durham with
10 points each.
Murray High's next game will
be this Friday night when they
travel to Mayfield.
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Murray High 18 44 •59-40




Take Willis Reed of the New
York Knicks and Oscar Robert-
son of the Cincinnati Royals in
any order you please and you
have two big reasons why the
East overpowered the West 142-
135 Tuesday night in the 20th
National Basketball Association
All-Star game.
Reed, dominating in the
Knicks' manner, scored 21
points, grabbed 11 rebounds and
picked up the game's Most
Valuable Player award.
Robertson, playing in his 10th
All-Star game, also collected 21
points, a performance which
enabled him to establish an All-
Star game career scoring
record with a total of 230
points. It eclipsed the career
total of 224 set by Bob Pettit
over an 11-game span.
Reed Was Smooth
The MVP . trophy for the
Knicks' team captain was th
climax of 24 hours of doubt
with stomach pains. Reed took
tests nday to determine the
pains *re muscle spasms and
not ulcers.
Tree from pain and with the
game cradled away, Reed was
pleased at his selection.
---uAt- it& point I must say
,the greaten honor I have ever
achieved," Reed said in an
appreciative manner.
And he admitted that "when
the points were going in" he
figured he had a good chance to
cop it, something he hadn't
done in five previous games.
Point Mark A Bonus
Robertson, a member of the
winning team for the ninth time
in his 10 games, said he didn't
know he was overhauling
Pettit's record.
"I wasn't even aware of it
until Jack Tvryman told me
between halves, but I wasn't
playing for it. It is some sort of
a distinction, but I didn't let it
affect me."
Murray High (80) — Hudspeth
12, Ward 2, Scott 19, f4cCuiston
2, Alexander 10, Lamb 17, Jones
2, Hale 15, Weatherly 1.
Benton (56) — Moores 5, Davis
10, Owens 6, Selwitz, Thompson,
Brien 5, Myers 9, Durham 10.
MELBOURNE, Australia
(UPI)— Australians John New-
combe and Margaret Court won
the singles titles of the
Robertson was . second in the
MVP voting but agreed heartily.
with the choice of Reed.
Alcindor's Debut a
"He played one helluva
game," Oscar observed, and
added that when Weed and Lew
Alcindor kept the West thro
tied he felt sure of the win.
Alcindor, the $1.9 millior
rookie of the Milwaukee Bucks
who made his All-Star debut
spelling Reed, said he entered
the game "with no great
expectations."
"'But I wanted to go out there
and play without making any
bad moves," Alcindor said. He
picked up five fouls . while
scoring eight points.
Team Effort
The East, with Billy Cunning.
Viotorian tennis championships, 
ham of the 76ers scoring 19
_
AN eyes wan arva, NIgh's David Alexander ,.(210 as he went up—ti make this shot In last night's game between the Mutray
MO nears 241010IMMMILM,1110ttery )110 *hie!. :11M Tiolure,,Met 4**W Mueriy HO meets the Mayfield
Cardinals this Fririey, night HI -MaVileki;' • •
points and ho Havllcek of the
Celtics aM* 17, made it a
romp despite the close score at
the finish. They led 71-59 at half
time, hiked their lead to 24
points at 7:42 of the third
period, and the West closed it
Only by scoring a series record
50 points in the final period.
Winning coach Red Holzman
of the Knicks summed it up:
"They were the greatest
bunch I ever handled. I didn't




Notre Dame's Austin Carr
won the battle, but the Irish
lost the war,
Carr, the nation's second
leading college basketball sco-
rer with a 35-point average,
netted 39 Tuesday night but it
was not enough to prevent
e -Danua--froni-- bowing
Michigan State, 85-82.
Ralph Simpson, the Spartans'
super-soph who is ranked
seventh among the major
college scoring leaders tallied
35 points to help Michigan State
up its season record to 6-7. The
loss Was Notre Dame's fifth in
16 games,
"The team really played its
guts out tonight said Michi-
gan State coach-Ohs Ganakas.
:We sure played with reckless
abandon. I guess that's our
style."
College basketball action
again remained light with most
teams taking time out this




among the Top Twenty teams,
was in action and the Wildcats
used Doug Cook's 21 points to
beat Furman, 79-71. The
triumph gave Davidson an
oterall record of 12-2 and
raised the Wildcats' Southern
Conference record to 7-0.
Jim Ard scored 29 points and
Austin Holds
Lead In Poll
By United Press International
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stetson
University has parlayed a
major upset into a spot among
United Press International's top
20 small college basketball
teams.
The Hatters from Deland,
Fla., upset major college
Louisville last week to run their
record to 12-3. The victory
helped Stetson move into the
no. 12 ranking today in
balloting by the 35-member UPI
board of coaches for games
played through Saturday, Jan.
17.
S.F. Austin maintained the
lead it captured last week,
earning 28 first-place votes and
340 points. Kentucky Wesleyan
broke a deadlock to take second
while Ashland fell to third.
Gannon was ranked fourth,
followed by Eastern New
Mexico, Puget Sound, Cheyney
State, Howard Payne, South-
west Missouri State and South-
west Louisiana to complete the
top 10.
Unbeaten Youngstown moved
up to no. 11, followed by
Stetson, St. Mary's (Tex.),
American International apd
Central Missouri. Central Wash-
ington and Jackson State tied
for 16th and three teams—
astern Michigan, Oral Robeir
Sp ingtialii— tied 
and last.
Austin downed Texas A&I
100-68 last week to boost its
record to 13-0 while Kentucky
Wesleyan won its lIth game in
13 starts with a 91-81 victory
over Southeast Missouri. Ash-
land, now 12-1, ,beat Cleveland
State 56-32 and Hanover 42-35.
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
select the top 10 small college
teams in the nation with points
awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
basis on votes from first
through 10th.
became the 16th player in
Cincinnati history to surpass
the 1.000-point career mark as
the Bearcats beat Bradley, 79.
64, in a Missouri Valley
Conference contest. Ard, a 6-
toot-a senior center, Mao pulled
down 14 rehounds in helping
Cincinnati notch its 10th win In
14 games and its second in five
conference contests.
WEDNESDAY — JANUARY 21, 1970 
SPORTS
An amazing new ingredient
now comes in this familiar package.
It's coiled a longer-lasting engine.
-7---tonger tastlrig than wttdr?
—Loweiag:lasting•-thaa-c*Ir•-oki-Imalaerwhich-44-44811---
'you didn't know, was one of the toughest engines
around.
The new version is more powerful. (Top speed:- • --81 mph vs. 78 mph.)
It has better acceleration.
And most important, it weighs the some as the
older version. So it doesn't hove to work as hard to
get you where you're going.
But that's where the generation gap ends:
The new engine will still give you a good 26
miles to a gallon of gas.
It still takes pints of oil instead of quarts.
It still abstains from antifreeze. (Because it's still
air-cooled.1
And it's still conveniently located in the rear for
better traction in mud and snow.
Yes, all the things that made our old package a
hit last year are baciragain this year.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: How can a thing like this happen to two
mature, supposedly intelligent people? My best friend's
husband and I are hopelessly in love. We have been meeting
secretly every chance we are able to swing it, for the past
two years.
We realize how much there is at stake if we are caught,
but our love is stronger than we are.
We have honestly tried to stop seeing each other, but it
always ends up the same way. We can't stay away from each
other.
We are together with our own mates quite often, and we
feel some guilt, but the four of us enjoy being together, too.
We aren't kids, Abby, We have children in college. It's
too bad we didn't meet years ago, but since we didn't, we are
making the most alit now.
My husband and his wife are two wonderful people, but
something must have been lacking in both our marriages, or
this never would have happened. It wasn't a premeditated
love affair. It just happened one day accidentally when we
were together—alone.
Divorce is out. We aren't hurtles anybody this way,
Abby, but we have only one-4s-etelbre.-aniheektille40,—
"TWO IN LOVE"
DEAR TWO: Yoe don't dant advice, you want someone
to tell you that as lode as yew deal get caught, you aren't
"hurting" a4ybody.
There is one basic flaw in year thinking. You say. "This
wasn't a premeditated love affair—it just happened acci-
dentally." Not true. Nobody falls in love "accidentally." He
has to break the door down. When two people are mutually
attracted to each other, they seed out vibrations. [This is
the beginning, and it's aurally called "an innocent fir-
tattoo.") 11 one, or the other rejects these vibrations—no
"love affair" develops.
_So far you've gotten away with "murder," for without
It] welch' makes you two of the ladder ones. Knock it off
before year luck runs out.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has a habit which is not only
annoying but downright embarrassing. When we are out, he
calls the waitresses, "Dear," or "Honey." I am sure be
doesn't intend this to be endearing, at least he assures me
that he doesn't, but it still bothers me.
Since he reads year column, perhaps you can make him
realize bow inconsiderate he is, since he knows I object to it
so strongly. "HONEY NUMBER ONE"
DEAR NUMBER ONE: try. Most waitresses prefer
to be called "Miss." Some have their names embroidered on
their uniforms, or wear pins bearing their names—which I
think is the most sensible idea of all. But if you really want
I. help your hastraad overcome this embarrassieg habit,
suggest that be ASK the waitress what her name is. Then




Miss Nancy Mathis was
charge of the program pres
ed at the meeting of the Murra
High School chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held on
Thursday, January 15, at six.
thirty o'clock in the evening at
the high school auditorium.
Special guest speakers for the
meeting were Mrs. James Har-
mon, nutritionist for Calloway,
Marshall, and Lyon Counties;
Mrs. Ted Lawson, home econ-
omics teacher at Reidland High
School, and Mrs. Ray Brown-
field, guidance counselor for Mu-
rray Junior High and former
home economics teacher,
Each of the guests told why
she chose the particular career.
A question and answer period
followed their talks.
Miss Mathis, chairman of the
national project, "Decisions Th-
at Count", introduced the
ts.
The president, Miss Susan
Hale
' 
presided and the devotion
was given by Miss Cella Simmo-
ns. Miss Gail Russell read the
minutes and calledthe roll. Mem-
bership cards for the year wer
distributed.
Miss Patricia Evans, treasur-
er, reported that the club made
$231.62 selling Stanley products,.
Top saleswomen were Miss Nan-
cy Copeland at $73.78 and Betty
yd at $52.40 -
Others winning prizes for
sales Of at least 125.00 !fere
Misses Ann Erwin, Marsha Hoo-
doo, Gail Herndon, Anna John-
son, Patsy Russell, Jam Shutt-
ett, Nancy Swain, Jennifer Tay-
lor and Nancy Herndon.
Seventy members were pre-
sent elong with the advisors,
Mrs. G. T. Lilly and Mrs. A, B.
Crass, and the student teacher,
Mrs. Connie Jones.
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a man who had to learn
how to grow up the hard way. How did this come about? He
accidentally took another man's life and went to prison.
For two years I never saw him. I didn't even write to
him. I just did my best to take care of our six children. I
never divorced him (for religious reasons) but I got a legal.
separation.
I got lots of letters from him, but I was so bitter, I never
opened any of them. I just put them away, Then one day I
sat down and opened each letter, and as I read them, I
realized that they had been written by a man I never really
knew.
He wasn't begging, and he didn't blame "society" or
any else for his mistakes. He was getting the education in
prison that be missed when he was a kid He spent his time
reading, and learning things that would enable him to ,be a
better person when be got out.
He never once asked me to take him back. All he asked
for was the opportunity to support me and the children.
His parole was turned down this year, but I will wait. I
know a better man will come out because he has the right
attitude, and I will be proud to take him back. BEATRICE
CONFIDENTIAL TO PAULA: Forgive Ides. "Better lees





Shrine Club met at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett,
Panorama Shores, on Saturday
evening, January 17.
A (mucky's ecitisteels &Wool was
served by the ladies preceding
the business meeting. Mrs. Don
Robinson and Mrs. Freed Coth-
am presented a beautifully decor-
ated cake to Mrs. Edsel Beale,
Mr. Beale, and Joe Dean Watki-
ns who were celebrating their
birthdays.
Dancing was enjoyed by the
group following the supper and
business meeting.
Members present were Me.
ssrs and Mesdames Johnny He'
radon, Don Robinson, William
Moffett, Charles M. Baker, John
L. Williams, Ed,sel Beale, Bruce
Wilson, Freed totham, Norman
Klapp, Joe Dean Watkins, Mllton
Jones, Woodrow Dunn, and Joe
Raines.
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Tuovi Heikkinen of Finland, Mr.
and Mrs. James C. Williams of
Murray, and Mrs. Pearl Moffett
of Chicago, Ill., a hguseguest
of her son and wife.
Saturday, January' 24
The Alpha Department of tbe
Murray Woman's Club will have
Its luncheon meeting at the
club house at 12 noon. kiss
Maude Nance will be in charge
of the program on "Antiques"
Hostesses are Mesdames George
Hart, Thomas Brown, Bun Craw-
ford, Wayne Williams, Sylvia
Atkins, and Buron Jeffrey.
• • •
Saturday, January 24
The Eirksey PTA men's and
women's basketball teams will
meet the Hazel teams at Kirk-
sey at seven p. m.
• • •
Wednesday, January 28
Tfle Murray State University
women's bridge will meet at the
Student Union Building at 7:30
p. m. If you have not been con-
tacted call Mrs. Laverne Ryan
762-4185,
Wednesday, January 21
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Commun
ity Center 4 1:30 p. m.
• • •
The Mothers of St. Leo's Co-
operetive Preschool will meet
in Ra:m Four of the Student
Union Building, Murray State
University, at 7:30 p. m.
• • •
The Welcome Wagon New.
comers Bridge will meet et the
MSU Student Union cafeteria
at 7:90 p. m. Mrs. C. P. Wil•
dams, phone 753-7201, is hoe
tem.
• • •
The executive board of
Kirksey Elementary School PTA
will meet at the home of Mrs




Club will meet at the home ot
Mrs. Jerry Falwell at 12:30 p.
m. Members note change is
place.
• • •
The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club will
meet at the school at 7:30 p. at.
The chili au,pper has been aim;
celled. •
• • •
The Wranglers Riding CiPb





Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. Albert Crider at two
p. m. They will later visit thi
Westview Nursing Boss..
• •
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open meeting at the club
house at 7:90 p. m. with Mrs.
Jean Bordeaux as the speaker.
Hostesses are Mesdames Glen
Hodges, Henry Holton, Maurine
Hopson, Robert Howard, Ro-
bert Huie, and C. IL Hulse.
• • •
A coffce for the area captains
of the Mothers' March of Dimes
will be held at the•Commun)ty
Center on Ellis Drive from 9:30
a. m. to 11:30 a. m.
• • •
Friday, January 23
The Waiting Wives Club will
have a dinner at six p. s. at the
home of Mr. and Mre Senn
Simmons, 812, South 9th Street
liareastottrrla:r6e breleTiv:
tions by Thursday noon wi
Mrs. Williams at 753-3147. ,reisfrigerator. CURED meat
• • • bould alin be stored in the re-
frigerator. COOKED meat should
be stored closely covered in the
coldest part of the refrigerator.
Canned hams should be kept und-
er refrigeration. FROZEN meat
should be stored at a tempera-
ture' of 0 degrees F. or lower.
It may-be placed in the refrig-
erator under ordinary refrigera-
tion if it is to be used immedia-
tely after defrosting.




Good fit is important if your
dress is to be attractive and com-
fortable to wear. A suitable patt-
ern, in tour unrest size and
carefully altered to your exact
measurements and proportiouS,
Is the first step in that direction.
Do you have trouble constructing
clothing to fit? If so, you might
find the University of Kentucky
Extension leaflet, "Your Patt-
ern, Alter to Fit", helpful, A
copy of this leaflet may be ob-
tained by writing or calling me.
—Catherine C. Thompson, Hick;'
man, Ky. 42050 Telephone 236-






What To look For In' !Maim
Carpet el% Teenagers especially like the
Man-made fiber with iiiii":"ftdang" of ebilns when they are
made fiber backing will not hold. moved about. — Mrs. Mildred W.
moisture. - --Potts, La Center Kentucky 42056
▪ , Mildew resistant fiber. Telephone 665-56'71.
Stainsesistant —
• Level-loop rather than scut-
tured carpet.
▪ , Medium tweed—will not show
dirt.




The gas discoloration that
sometimes appears between the
white and the yolk of hard-cooked
eggs is harmless but certainly
not appealing to your appetite.
To help prevent discoloration,
hard-cook the eggs at low-tem-
perature (not toiling), avoid over
cooking, and cool them promptly.
Patricia Everett, Courthouse




Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Secret _Of G'ood' Coffee
Really Rather Simple
IS IT. really hard to make good coffee? Not a
bit. Good 'coffee starts with fresh coffee, a clean
coffeemaker, and cold water. The Coffee Brewing
Institute recommends two level tablespoons of
coffee per cup. Many people prefer a less:strong
brew. Find the proportion that suits you, then stick
to it. Measure carefully each time, and the perfe,
cup of coffee will be your reward.. -
The coffeemaker — Good coffee can be madiOn
any style coffeemaker. Don't make less than-three-
quarteriwthe capacity of the coffee pot, for best
results, and use the eorrect grind of coffee for the
type coffeemaker.
Percolator — Use regular grind Perk six to
eight minutes.
Drip —.Use drip grisse-Preheat lower section of
the pot by rinsing with hot water. Pour boiling
water over grounds. This takes lour to six minutes
to brew.
Vacuum — Use drip grinci.,,Water is heated
it irises to Vie upper bowl. After one to three ,
onotetcs irmove from. heat, allowing water to
irerern to lower bqwl.
And the coffee —Always keep-it fresh, tightly,






NEW YORK, Jan. 17. —
(UPI) —The newest leg cov-
ering for chic g a l's this
spring resembles a psyche-
delic art show, a painted
flower garden or a color
b Ii n dive s s test walking.
It depends on your imagina-
tion:
For much of this credit,
Peter Marx, idol of young
America whose avant garde
posters, numberless clocks
and exuberpnthome futonsh-
ings innovations have en-
thralled the U-25S (under•25-
year-olds).
"I'm in love with legs,"
says Max, in explaining how
he happened to move into
works of art for leg cover-
ings — "pantyhose and body
stockings.
"Adventurous leg art is a
logical projection of my am-
ino-notion concepts for the
sides of buses."
THE MitX designs for pan-
tyhose use silk screened fan-
tasias of flowers, cohstella-
bons and clouds in spots of
vibrant color, Placed unex-
pectedly on an opaque base
to enhance the thigh, knee
or calf.
"For years," says Max,."[
was depressed by #xturcs
and printed hosiery design,
that covereltethe whole Feg,.





Complex Max. This is de-
scribed as "a phantasama-
goria of iatricate, astrologi-
cally inspired geometries in
brilliant colors positioned
from thigh to knee." It aims
to give a bewitching look to
the contour of the upper leg.
Max believes this area has
been neglected.
Thigh Band. This design
intermingles brilliant llorals
positioned on the eide of the
lees aboye knees.
Art Nouveau Sock. This
fantasia of abstract flowers
enhances the leg from toes
to just below the knee.
Geo Knee Band. This ccm-
bination of cosmic geoeir
tries is designed to flatee
the contour of the_ _knee in A
wild-m-6w way attuned to the
youth beat anti the age of
Aquarius.
The Peter Max body stork.
ing designs are somethic,!
'else. Consider floweemetru
— a flowery art deco desivn
in the form of an ofreic
dant positioned between the
breasts.
. This ix' complgmentild by -
11Armonizing two - inch band
of floral- fantasy, at the hip
line, executed on an opine.,
CARE FOR IT PROPERLY—
The care of meat in the home
is Important. Fresh meat should
be unwrapped as soon as it comes
from the instrket. Store FRESH
meat uncovered or loosely cov-
ered in the coldest part of the
Light weight chit -Ins froth the
hardware store make an attrac-
tive "beaded curtain". This cre-
ates a sleek modern room divid-
_Hazel_WSCS Holds
.Regular Meeting
The general meeting of the
Wornets Society of Christian
Service of the Hazel United Me.
thodist Church and the Arma
Dunn Circle of the church held
a combined meeting at the chur-
ch on .Wednesday, January, 14.
• Mrs. Obera Miller presented
the program.
Thepresidentellirs. Lois New.
port, presidetiand the devotion
from I Corinthians 1:1-13 was
given by Mrs. D. N. White.
Mrs. Olga Freeman, sec.retary,
read the minutes, and Mrs. Mil-
dred Herning, treasurer, gave
her report. 2





art happening by Max is
called faster than light. This
is. adorned with, a constella-
tion of multishaped cosmic
stars in white, positioned at
- the bust line with superlative
'effect against an opaque
beige background.
- "I designed my pantyhose
and body stockings to be ex-
. vents of joSr wherever they 
circ6late." Ma*
Bear th-at, all you. mere
- bere-ot %hitt:hereof -
America')
MANAGEMENT — With most
people the bottleneck in man4
merit is time planning, How do
you use the time you have each
day? How do you work? Are you
a putter, a can't finder, never get
ttauer, an atlas (carry the whole
load), putter offer, overcber, a
martyr? A few basic principles
that we might consider: (1) Leave
out any part of the task that you
can. (2) Combine jobs. (3) Im-
prove your order of work. (4)
Place things you use often with-
in easy reach. (5) Handle tools
to best advantage, (6) Use tools
that will do the best job, dise
card tools you don't use. (7)
Use correct body position (2)
Use correct body position (will
not tire so easily), (8) Make
both hands work when possible.
(9) Get all the help possible
from others.-Irma Hamilton, Co-
urthouse, Mayfield, Ky, 42066,
Telephone 247-2334.
---
SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL'—
'Should snow be, removed from
evergreens? It is a perennial
question. If the snow is so wet
and heavy you are afraid it will
break limbs, refnove it by gently
shaking the limbs or by using
a pole or broom, A small amount
of snow helps maintain a steadier
temperature in the plants it cov-
ers, yet it usually lets adequate
light through to the leaves, —
Maxine Griffin, Clinton, Ky,
42031.
New Softness
Soft by day, shiny by
night—this about sums up
the look of fall fashions for
the coed set. Much of the
daytime softness comes
from the fabrics, for knits
are a heavy favorite. And
the sweater look is a big
thing for fall. Shiny satins,
'metallic knits and velvet-






Mrs. Michael Gardpne was
hostess for the meeting of the
women of St. John's Episcopal
Chuch held on Monday evening,
January 19, at her home on
Mimosa Drive.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mrs. Robert Mabry
who also gave the program. The
minutes were read by the secre-
tary, Mrs. Kenneth Wetmore,
and the treasurer's report was
by Mrs. Norman Klapp.
Plans were made for the luo-
cheon to be given in honor of
Rt. Rev, C. Gresham Marmion,
bishop of the diocese of Kentuc-
ky, who will make his annual
visit to the local Episcopal chur-
ch on Sunday, February 15. He
will celebrate Holy Communion
at the 10:30 a.m. service and
preside over the confirmation
nit ss. The luncheon will folio
the service.
Mrs. Gar done, assisted
Mrs. Phil Weydener, served pi
and coffee to Mesda.mes Mabry
Wetmore, Klapp, Benny Georg
lutes Harcourt, 'Clarlie Moore,
Wayne Keller, and one visitor
Mrs Harry Conley.
The next meeting will be het
February 16 at the home of Mrs
Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia Drive
Wesleyan Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Nate Beal
Mrs. Nate Beal opened her
home for the meeting of the Wes-
leyan Circle of the Women's
Society of Christian Service of
the First United Methodist Chur-
ch held on Wednesday, January
14, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
The program on the theme,
"A Time To Pledge", was pre-
sented by-Mrs. R, Y, Northen,
Mrs. Beal, chairman, presided
and opened the meeting with pray-
er. She r ead an appropriate artic-
le for the beginning of the new
year entitled "The Budded Cro-
ss".
Reports of the Christmas pro-
tect and those who had been sick
were given. Plans were made for
the new year.
Officers are Mrs. Heal, chair-
man; Mrs. Northen,
man; Miss Carrie Curd, treas-
urer; and Mrs M, P. Chrisl0P-
er secretary,
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to the members and
one guest, Mrs. Virginia Har-
meyer.
Here to Stay •
Pearls are here to stay.
They first rhade their
comeback last year as long,
swingy ropes. This season,
the ropes are back, tooled
by elegant, double-strand-
ed, jewel-clatped pearls,





The Waiting Wives Club held
Its regular meeting on Friday,
Jaeuary 16, at seven o'clock
in the evening with Mrs. Shere
Parker as hostess at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Bogard, South Sixteenth
Street,
Mrs. Betty Baker read the
minutes. The regular business
session was held.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
The group made plans for a
dhmer meeting to be held on
Friday, January 23, at six p.m.




Street Extended, with Mrs. Deb-
bie Willialns as hostess.
Members are asked to make
reservations by Thursday at noon
by calling Mrs, Williams at 753-
3147.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lee Pas-
chall of Route One, Paris, Turn,,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Audrie Lynn, weighing eight pou-
nds one ounce, born on Monday,
January 19, at 12:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospit-
al. _
They have amber daughter,
Laurie Ann, age thr ee. The father
is employed by Paschall Equip-
ment Sales, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dencil Paschall of Hazel
Route One and Kr. and Mrs.
Earl Gable of Mason Hall, Tenn,
Luther Jones of Murray is a
paternal great grandfather.
— — —
lAr. and Mrs. James D. Out-
land, 1108 Circarama Drive, Mu-
rray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, James David, weighing
seven pounds three ounces, born
on Monday, January 19, at 10:40
a.m, at the Murray. Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two daughters, Julie,
age ten, and Sharon, age eight.
The father is a dentist with offic-
es on Johnson Boulevard, Murr-
ay.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Outland
of Murray Route Five and Mr.
and Mrs. E, D. Bodine of Fear-
land, Texas, are the grandpar-
ents. Mrs. Stella Motheral of





Mrs. Alonzo Forrest was in
charge of the program at the
meeting of the %MUM'S Missio-
nary Society of the Cherry Corn-
er Baptist Church held on Wed-
nesday, January 14, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
"Few Among Many" was the
theme of the program presented
by Mrs. Forrest, Mrs. HoytRob-
erts, Mrs, E. D, Winchester,
Mrs. Cassell Garrison, and Mrs.
Ruble Thurman,
The call to prayer with scrip-
ture reading from Isaiah 40:1-11
was given by Mrs. Garrison,
Mrs. James Garland, presidei.
at, conducted the business meet-
ing. Fourteen persons were pre
sent.
PERSONALS _
Joel Crawford of Lynn Grove
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa-
ducah.
LEGISLATING get,' on a Pace
in M.: Viri.t,fntu
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College Cleaners
I Olive Blvd.
— FIZZ PICKUP and DKLIVIULY -
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - Near-
ly nine months ago, President
Nixon appealed to Congress for
"new weapons and tools" to
crack the Cosa Nostra's nation-
wide grip on crime.
He should get them, or at
least most of them, within the
new year, but not before
Democrats take their cracks at
the administration's own al-
leged failures to attack the
crime problem with available
weapons.
Both parties hope the Issue
will help them in the tattle for
control of the new Congress
nett November.
Although the fight against
crime was a major campaign
slogan for Nixon in 1968,
Democrats say the President
actually has asked Congress for
little in the way of major new
'.egislation.
Gives Nothing But Money
Administration officials com-
plain in turn that the Congress,
controlled by the Democrats,
has given the administration
nothing except money to carry
out anti-crime programs first
approved under the Johnson
administration.
In fact, Congress just gave a
break to gamblers. The 1969 tax
—reform bill allows persons to
"average" their gambling in-
come over a five-year period,
cutting taxes, 
On the positive side, it
appropriated more than,. 'a
quarter of a billion dollars,
slightly less than Nixon wanted,
for the second year of the Safe
Streets Act, the big program to
beef up and modernize local
and state police.
Waiting Senate action, with
priority status, are two bills-
one a revamped measure to
'deal with organized crime and
.the other to relax laws for
"simple possession of drugs.
Legislation Pending
Also pending is anti-smut
legislation which in effect,
would limit receipt of pornogra.
pity in the mails to persons who
want it.
In the House, progress has
been slower, Anti-crime leads-
Applying the techniques of a
relatively new science called
"behavior research," the smoker
is placed in a machine with a
large plastic hood fitted over his
head.
As soon as the patient lights a
cigarette, fumes from an ashtray
of burning cigarette butts are
blown through a tube into the
hood, causing him to choke and
become nauseated by the
overpowering smell.
"It doesn't take long before
he instinctively puts out his own
cigarette," said Dr. John R.
Geary, a physician who heads
the recently established Behavior
what he says was the former Research Iyatitute of California.
record of 204 haircuts by a And as soon as he extinguishes
Japanese rber the cigarette, clean, fresh air is
blown into the hood and he can
"Sul" MOUNDED-A wounded South Vietnamese soldier is
carried.across' a "monkey bridge" after an engagement with
. Viet Cong guerrillas near Ben Tre. He is a member of the
'Rh Vietnam Division which has takrn over duties of the
withdrawn American 9th Division.
TEUVISION MEM
wbal-TY MAC-TV WIR7L-TV
Clamed 4 Chased I Cbeemel
WEDNESJAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:0 nee CORM Women Howe P1104 EnvelbertaisinierdlIncl.39 Them Como Bronson Silvan Plv•-0 Enorlbert Mumairdind
9 'I n'AUlt ==',,,'""..Vc$1...tr. Sold
11 11 VAjerera.h.of a Se /WHY" Is ThalSee4 GUI
breathe again."
Geary, who is coordinating
data from the anti-smoking
experiment end other proiects in
behavior research taking place
throughout the nation, cited the
technique as one example of
ge interest in the science ofuwman behavior. , r
Experiments, the scientist
said, are taking place in Beverly
Hills where grossly obese people
who have tried everything.else to
lose weight are learning not to
overeat.
Under the supervision of
trained workers, the patients are
taught to bring their eating
under self-control through such
techniques as interrupting the
meal by putting the fork down
on the table for two minutes,
removing all food from any part
of the house except the kitchen
and eating only foods that
require preparation. - ,
Habits Changed
In the view of the behavioral
i
cientist, Geary said, many
roblems people have are simply
ad habits that can be
eliminated and replaced with
good ones.
The trick is to couple the
good habits with situations that
a person likes and to associate •
bad habittir with things that are
unpleasant.
As an example, Geary cited
experiments -with hospitalized
schlz.ophrenics, who exhibited
greatly improved behavior when
a "token economy" was
intiWcluced.in the ward.
"The patients are rewarded
with tokens or trinkets whenever
they do something pleasing to
the staff," Geary said. -They are
allowed to spend the
accumulated tokens for thinp
they want - it may be as simple
as a blanket, candy bar or
perhaps even a weekend pass.
"The results were dramatic
even among these very disturbed
persops.'-'•-• •
Sitifilarly, he said, behavioral
psychologists shave been
extremely ruccessful treating
simple phobias - unreasonable,
4 I CWWM rsu.m,  irrational fears.
Some people, he said, have
uncontrollable fears of crossing a
bridge, of elevatora, certain
animals or reptiles and of
approaching strangers.
By training the patient to
relax completely and eventually
coupling the fair with the
second most frightening
situation, the scientist is able to
conquer the troublesome
phobia.
Although a large number of
experiments involving ttf
behavior approach are currently
wader way, Geary is concern
5 .11-1 TA: Trzizt Zier Ree 41:: tiffin tz /#1 6;bser. - because - there has previously
-7.40-1111e tirotooc*Now - - - -- - pima - been- no facility -in the UnitedThe •fterentetikto ---••••••-- - latt Thee 0i $hoo stf tes to coordinate the Arm:




tion of state government
termed "Project 75," was
given a monetary start here
by a $100,000 allocation
from Gov. Louie B. Nunn's
Contingency Fuhd.
Under the proposed re-
organization, state govern-
ment's present system of
16 computers would be re-
duced to a modular concept
of five machines at a sav-
ing expected to amount to
$4.5 million over the next
four years.
`THIS NEW computer
plan is the best of both
worlds-economy and effi-
ciency," Nunn said in a
statement.
"Not only will we be able
to substantially reduce the
cost of Computer operation,
but we will be able to use
the new system more effec-
plesities of modern govern-
ment."
Together with establish-
ing a more modern and
instantaneous information
center. Gov. Nunn said, the
project also would create a
comprehensive training
center for computer opera-
tions of Kentucky State
College, located here.
UNDER THE four-year
THE LEDGER & TIMER - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Senate in the closing days of criminal, who could get IV to 30
the last session. years if he Is a three-time loser
Among its 11 sections, the bill who ha.s been in prison before,
provides heavy prison sentences if his crime is part of a pattern
for the "special offender" that provides him with a
-t 
plan, five computers would
handle the work 16 ma-
chines do now. The basis of
the plan would imvolve a
"control module" computer
to handle needs of the ex-
ecutive branch.
The departments of fi-
nance, revenue, treasury
and the governor's office
would have their comput-
er operations centered in
this machine.




By PAUL R. JESCHKE
MILL VALLEY, Calif.
(UPI) - The most effective way
foldek the cigarette habit may
be to force the smoker to choke
in his own fumes, then give him
Bald claim
EDINBURGH, Scotland
(CPI1 - A hairdresser here
claims a world record of 286
haircuts in 48 hours, breaking
puter also would co-ordi-
nate information and other








Health, Mental Health and
Child Welfare.
Capital plaza depart-
ments of education, parks








would be retained from
time to time.
or if he is part Of a conspiracy
to muscle into a business.
Other sections provide special
grand juries; new immunity to
witnesses; confinement for
witnesses who refuse to testify;
protection for witnesses; new
powers to crack down on
syndicated gambling; and new
ways to keep racketeers from
Infiltrating business.
Must Be Limited
Despite general Senate sup-
port, some senators feel the
measure goes beyond its
Intended scope and must be
limited to organized criminal
activity,
The drug control bill could
also run into trouble over a
section which permits a police-
man to' enter a home without
notice if a magistrate feels
such notice would give occu-
pants time to dispose of the
evidence.
Under the bill, possession for
personal use of any drug would
be considered a misdemeanor
punishable by a year in jail, A
second conviction would limit
the prison term to two years.
In the case of a first
offender, the court could grant
a conditional discharge and
eventually expunge the record.
45-INCH






PITTSBURGH (UPI) - A
pollution control system used at
steel mills, electric power works
and chemical plants involves
directing the gases from furnaces
into a chamber where a
high-voltage current "chargeVA'
the particles of dirt or solid
matter in the gas.
These ionized particles are
then attracted to positively
grounded collecting plates,
according to Joy Manufacturing
Company, developer of one such
system. The plates are
Periodically shaken and the
Bengali, spoken by 98 million
persons, is one of the 14
languages of the Indian
Constitution.
Three out of four prisoners in;
Hong Kong are narcotics addicts.
"CHANGE OF PACE" FOR QUARANTINED LINEE - The liner Oronsay, in unofficial quaran-
tine as bacteriologistsiwork 'round-the-clock to pinpoint the source of typhoid which broke
out on the vessel, steams out of Vancouver, B.C., Harbor to nearby Victoria, Forty-three of
the ship's 1,500 passengers and Crewmen have been hospitalised. The short "cruise" was
made to give those aboard a "change of pace," a spokesman said. .
Floral, Solid
and Jacquard
GUEST TOWELS Sec BATH CLOTHS 48c
Izaillaat yahoos. Pretty fiend designs in blips, onion
sod gold liew jacquards in assorted color eons-
Woollens . . smart solids is fashion colors.
„ Discontinued Petters of
REG. 59c GUEST TOWELS
First quality . . , discanlinuoil paste/1K Ansoried
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MINUTE (2 Oz. Each)
STEAKS 10 FOR $100
STORE COOKED
Bar—B41 CHICKEN LB 59c
MKS
FORMULA 44 RE"1°19 99t


















SCOPE REG. $1.17 99c
EDDSPRUN JUICE
QUART
JIM ADAMS IGAT STORE POLICY
NO STAMPS NO GAMES
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• Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY °
••, Remember.. At JIM—AD MA Ifs the total on the tape that Counts.
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One of the broadsides which aroused gritish officials a
nd
soldiers in New York against protesters. Alexand
er
McDougall as patriot army officer, and his signatu
re.
Vrittens Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
11v CLARK KINNAIRD
Noted Author cued Historicist
NEW YORK, N.Y.—The mid-
winter issue of a magazine sent
hundreds of thousands of share-
holders and employes of a big
corporation attests the lasting
power of the word "massacre"
in propaganda. The issue fea-
tures an account of the "Boston
Massacre," with repetition of
the claim that King Street in
Boston was where the first mar-
tyrs of the War of Independence
gave their lives. This corpora-
tion's home office is virtually
a stone's throw from where a
tablet was placed long ago with
••••• fess:snit/xi.
GOLDEN HILL
Here, January 18, 1770




British Regulars, 16th Foot
First Blood in the
War of the Revolution.
The fighting continued an-
other three days, with most of
the Sons of Liberty armed at
first only with stones, clubs,
staves, or tools, against soldiers
with muskets and bayonets. Aa
least two Americans were killed
and perhaps more were wound-
ed than in the fighting at King
Street some seven weeks later.
But in the relatively few his-
tories that refer in any way to
what happened at Golden Hill, it
is described simply as a "battle."
New York did not have a Sam-
uel Adams and Paul Revere to
seize immediately upon the word
"massacre" to herald the blood-
shed perpetrated by The lath
Foot.
• • •
THIS WAS one of the regi-
ments George HI's government
had stationed in Chitrieston, Bow,
ton. New York and other ports,
to be quartered at the colonists'
expense while enforcing pay-
ment of taxes imposed by a
Parliament in which the Eng-
lish citiveris in America had no
representation.
In perspective, the occupa-
tion troops in New York appear
more culpable for the clashes
there in January than the red-
coats in Boston were for the
bloodshed in March 1770. Indi-
viduals in the 16th Foot re-
sponded provocatively to broad-
sides circulated by the Sons of
Liberty, pressing the New York
Assembly to follow Assemblies
in South Carolina and Massa-
chusetts in refusing requisitions
for the king's troops required
under the Parliamentary Billet-
ing. or Quartering, Act.
• • • A
FtZSENTFUL soldiers at--
ternped• the Alight organ. 3, 1770,
to chop down the Liberty Pole
raised by the Sons of Liberty hi
"the -1 Commons beside
Broadway, within site of the
16th Foot's barracks. Failing.
they turned their fury on La
Montayne's Tavern, opposite the
Pole, a. known headquarters of
the Sons. 'All the glass panes
were smashed and the profile-
, tor knocked down as he pro-
tested, before the British troops
were driven off
Soldiers returned the night
of the 17th in strength and suc-
ceeded In felling the Pole. The
pieces were piled at the tavern
door when, in the morning, sol-
diers put up placards denounc-
ing the Sons of Liberty and de-
fying them to erect another
Pole.
Three of the soldiers caught
posting the challenge were made
captive by citizens who endeav-
ored to take them to Mayor
Whitehead Hicks. Whereupon
some twenty to sixty soldiers
(accounts vary), , who had
swords and bayonets, went to
the rescue of their comrades.
Citlepui grabbed staves and
Latrines to protect the captors
from the soldiers, and a genenw
melee ensued. Whent- Mayor
Hicks appeared and ordered the
soldiers to quarters, the red-
coats started to withdraw, but
with taunts. They met resist.
suice from Sons of Liberty rein-
forced by sailors attracted from
the piers, and other citizens.
The soldiers made a stand in
John Street, which ringed ris-
ing ground known as Golden
Hill. Several Americans were
wounded there, one of them
fatally, before officers of the
16th Foot appeared and shep-
herded their men to barracks.
• • •
ON THE WAY. a small boy
was wounded for some reason.
He sought refuge in a private
house, pursued by a soldier who
banged at the door UR it was
opened by a woman who at-
tempted to shield the child, and
gave way to a bayonet thrust
That ended violence- the lath.
but contributed further in flam-
ing of public feeling the 19th
when soldiers reappeared in
streets, as throngs gathered
challengingly. News that one of
the wounded on the 18th, a sail-
or, had died, brought from ves-
sels in East River a host of
crewmen among whom were
victims of British impressment
of seamen. They had sharp-
pointed marlin spikes and cut-
lasses with which to confront
bayonets and swords. Another
sailor was among casualties in
the renewed fighting, as Were
a non-combatant Quaker, a
woman citizen, and • soldier.
Many names figure in the ac-
c011111J1 but names of those of
the men killed are uncertain
There is presumptive evidence
one fallen sailor was, like Cris-
pus Attucks, a martyr at Bos-
ton seven weeks later, mulatto
or black
A-Y/71/2
for some month" Alexander
McDougall. well-tocdo ship-
ping-master and Son of Liberty
who wrote broadsides that
aroused citizens so effectively.
He was to be feted by citizens
as a hero and acclaimed even.
tusily as "the first martyr of
the patriot cause." He himself
was quoted as saying, "I re-
}Dice that I am the first to
suffer for liberty since the com-




ebration of the inception of the
Revolution could begin appro-
priataly in New York, this re-
porter could not learn of any
-plans for an
. • •
A SEMBLANCE of order was
,not restored until after the 20th
The so-called Battle of Golden
Hill was actually three separ-
ate engagements, with a larger
total of combatants than at
Boston on March 5.
At Boston, • Capt. Zhomaii
Preston and six other British
soldiers were 'to be arrested And
tried for the "Massacre"; five
were acquitted. In New York,
one soldier recognised as ring-
leader in the riotous conduct of
16th Foot men was jailed.
British authorities‘mpriponed
•lden Hill except
those launched by Mrs. Alpheus
Riddle of the Golden Hill Chap-
ter, Daughters of the American
Revolution. Robert Kopple, a
New York City lawyer named
a- member of the "Temporary
State Commission to Commemo-
rate the 200th Anniversary of
the American Revolution," by
Governor Nelson Rockefeller,
with John H. G. Pell as chair-
man, told this reporter he was
completely in the dark about
any plans. Acting independent-
ly, New York City National
Shrine Associates began in De-
cember formation of an Amer-
ican Revolution Bicentennial
Citizens' Committee, at Fraun-
ces Tavern, also a stone's throw
from Golden Hill. No reference
was made to the latter in its
announcement
Meanwhile, a story in the
New York Times said, "Boston
had the tea party [In 1771, as
did other portal, Philadelphia
the Continental Congress, New
York the first capital, and
Washington inherited the legacy
of all three. The way to cele-
brate the bicentenary of 1776, in
the opinion of some architects
and urban planners, is to spread
the honors to all four places
No mention of Golden Hille, nor





UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
idea may be a bit startling at
first, but President Nixon's
chief adviser on food, nutrition
and health may be Pointing his
finger • at some of the chief
executive's best friends when
he assigns b/ame for pollution.
Dr. Jean Mayer in a recent
interview with the publication
Psychology Today, said among
other things that it was "the
spread of wealth that threatens
the environment."
Mayer's reasoning was that
the rich are increasing in
number and they thus occupy
more space and move around
much more than less affluent
folks. To fallow Mayer's
projection, the increasing num-
ber of rich are responsible for
Increasing pollution of water,
air apd land- aliparently as the
magnates slid their little
magnates race around in their
yachts, jet planes and high-
powered automobiles.
By this reasoning, a pOor guy
In a one-bedroom apartment is
bar less a pollution threat than
a millionaire with a large
estate, four cars and a private
plane.
Obviously the White- House
health and nutrition expert is
INITIAL account of a rising
against British rule in America.
published in England. by a Lon-
don journal, March 15, 1770:
"Extract from a letter frotn
New York dated January 22:
,We are all in sonfusion in this
city; the soldiers have blown
KELLY, AN IRISH TENOR, always joins in when his mistress,
Connie Sue Harlan, 11, starts to sing in Zanesville, Ohio.
In rather upper-level theory.
Measured by his projected
fears for the future, however,
who would be a greater
pollution villain than the,
President of the United States?
The President, of course,
does not ride around throwing
beer cans and sandwich wrap-
pers from the window of his
limousine. Chief executives,
however, have been cruising in
enormous jet aircraft and
diesel - powered government
yachts for years.
Also, as a class, American
presidents generally occupy a
lot of space the White House
Itself, Camp David, and usually
a private residence or two-
Such as the Nixon compounds in
Florida and California; former
President Lyndon B. Johnson's
four Texas ranches; and befor
that, the Kennedy outpots
Cape Cod, in the Virginia
country and in Florida.
The least Mayer could have
done was say, "Present compa-
ny excepted."
up Liberty-Pole, and have caused
much trouble between the in-
habitants: on Friday last, be-
tween Burling slip and the
Fly Market, was an engage-
ment between the Inhabitants
and the soldiers, when much
blood was spin One sailor got.
run through the body, who since
died; one man got his skull cut
in the most cruel manner. On
Saturday the City Hall bell
rang an alarm, when there
was another battle between the
inhabitants and soldiers; but
the soldiers' met with rubbers,
the chiefest part being sailors
and clubs to revenge the death
of their brother, which they
did With courage.. and made
them run to their barracks.
What will be the end of this
God knows!"
Old link
NEW YORK (UPI) — It a
believed a land bridge once
joined Alaska and Siberia at the
point of today's Bering Straits
and that the first "explorers" of
North America walked across at
that point about 18,000-14.000
B.C.
* * *
The first President to recene
a reigning king was U.S. Grant
whose guest was King Kalakaua




Princess Monique, wife of
Cambodian - chief of state
Prince Norodom Sihanouk, un-
derwent surgery at a clinic
• • ,•
COSTLY HANGOVERS
LONDON (UPI)- The Nation-
al Council on AlcoholLsm said
Sunday hangovers cost Britain
$600 million a year in lost work.
The council said more than
I 11,1,11 .1 • 0 •
declined to reveal the nature of
her ailment, but said it was
"not serious" and the operation
had been planned for a long
time.
DIES IN FLAMES
NEWARK, N.J. (UPI)- When
his car became stuck in the ice,
58-year-old Anthony Attanaiso
started spinning the wheels in
an effort to get out.
Witnesses said he spunt for
tout half an hour. Then an
Overheated tire exploded and
et fire to the auto's gas tank.
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LONDON (UPI) - Scotland
Yard investigated underground
political organizations today in
a search for leads to vandals
who tried Sunday to blow up
the tomb of Karl Marx. Police
said the 12-foot memorial was-
daubed with swastikas. Two
large stones had been shattered
In the blast and the nose of the
large statue of Marx, co-author
of the Communist manifesto,
had been all but sawed off.
Forty Three Time Loser
Becomes Hero In Vietnam
CHICAGO (UPI) - James
Earl Hobson stuck his chest out
and walked into the courtroom
of Judge Saul Epton, who had
sent him to jail 43 times in four
years.
Hobson was one of the worst
troublemakers the judge had
ever seen. But the judge
knows talent when he sees it,
and what he saw Tuesday did
not surprise him. Hobson's
chest was full of medals.
Hobson, 24, was back from
Vietnam, a hero. The road to
Vietnam and back was a little
longer for the West Side youth
who once headed one of
Chicago's biggest black youth
street gangs.
Troubled Youth
Hobson was an orphan. He
lived in foster homes from the
time he was 2, spent some time
on the Durand Oprhan's Farm
near Rockford, 111., and once
spent 23 months in the Audy
Home in Chicago because
nobody knew where else to put
him.
It was no surprise he grew lc
tough and he grew up mean,
and that he gravitated to a
gang. He became a vice
president of the Conservative
Vice Lords, a West Side gang of
about 3,000 members. His
nickname was "Caveman."
He won that name for his
refusal to fight with weapons.
need any. Beginning in 1963,
Hobson was brought before
Epton many times on .nrious
charges: burglary, battery,
theft, mob action. Forty-three
times he went to jail.
"I just can't tell you what a
troublemaker this fellow was,"
the judge said. "He was the
leader of a gang of 3,000
members and I felt he was
responsible for most of the
activities."
Army Hero
The judge managed to get
Hobson inducted into the Army
on Aug. 4, 1967. Hobson became
a sergeant and won eight
medals- two of them Bronze
Stars-. and two presidential
commeodations. Once, he and a
lieutenant- the only officer left
alive- rallied their troops and
evacuated them under heavy
fire.
Fighting where a weapon is
needed gave Hobson a "per-
spective" on his gang days.
"More than half my friends
from the old days are dead
now," he said. "The gang life
Isn't a good life for anybody,
but they aren't given a chance
for any other life. . .the ghetto
is the only life they've ever
known."
Epton said he was proud of
Hobson.
"He had real leadership, just
in the wrong direction, I knew
he'd wind up a hero or in the
brig. I just had my fingers
crossed."
MME. NHU SUES
PARIS (UPI)- Madame Ngo
Dinh Nhu, widow of the South
Vietnamese politician slain
Nov. 2, 1963, sued the French
weekly news magazine L'Ex- •
press Wednesday asking $3,600
for what she said was an '
article libeling her late hus-
band. A court reserved judge.








Philippines (UPI) - Nook H.
Indian, the local superintendent
of schools, has threatened to fire
teachers and other school
officials found drinking liquor
inside school premises. He said
teachers in particular should "set
the example of good behavior
and temperance."
r
Some ornithologists say .;
sound from supersonic planes .1:
threatens existence of the 7.
hummingbird by breakings its 7:
delicate eggs.
Japan surrendered Aug. 14,
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APasiehle YEStoisciliT III CEITIES,
li's_OUR PLEDGE...
to continue to give
you Discount Prices, on All
Prescriptions during 19702
Ma OUR HIGHLY MINED
PHARMACISTS WILL CONTINUE
TO WYE YOU THE ME
EffICIENT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Here are other services without cost to you . .
• We will be happy to give you a complete
record of your prescription costs for the
entire year for tax purposes!
• Extra 10% Discount on Prescriptions if
you are 60 years Of over (or if you will
be 60 this year)!
Cut Out This Blank, Fi 1 , Bring or ail to:
.MV-RITE DISCOUNT DRUG, STORE
Be Air Shopping Confer, Murray, Ky. 42071
MR_ MRS.
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THE LEDGER & TIMESMURRAY. KENTUCKY
Open 8am till Midnight SevenDaysaWeek
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
Double Stamps All Day Tuesday & Wednesday




WITH COUPON LB. CA
CRISCO
OIL 24 OZ. BOTTLE
PET AGREE
9
DOG FOOD 12 CANS Si
49 DETERGENT 32 OZ. BOTTLE 390
00
C CHARM LIQUIDATsu, p THoumNATTs.
• ••
WEDNESDAY — JANUARY 21 1ff7f1
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TREET 14 OZ. CANS 65c
ARMOUR VIENNA A








PICKLES, JAR 49C Craig
BONDS HAMBURGER DILL SLICES
HALF GAL.
SUGAR URED
-JOWLS 1 O 
FRESH
PRK , .
BY THE PIECE 39 FREBRAINS LB 39CSH
LB. NECK BONES L13.290
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BACKS & NECKS LB. 10c
FRESH FRESH














rili)SRH SS EAT icsBREADED   3
8 O49 MORTON MEAT5 ZZ. 
FOR
 FPKRG. $11 BisculTs BALLARD OR PILLSBURY
QT. JAR 49C
16 OZ. CANS „
3 8 OZANS
JOHNSON SKINLESSFRANKS 12p KO GZ




























1  BREAKFAST TKocf 99C
SACRAMENTO
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STRAWBERRIES FRENCH FRIES Le. 39C
OZ. PKG. $1 ORANGE JUICE —
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SHORTENING 3 LB. CAN
With Coupon $5.00
Add. Purchase






49c. WITH COUPON AND
$5.00 Add. Pur.
Exc.)Tobb. & Dairy Prod.
E)OC*110B.














OF SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA,
IS A RUGGED SOCCER PLAYER
AND ALL-AROUND SPORTS FAN.
BORN WITHOUT ARMS,
MARTY IS A SYMBOL OF 'THE
250,000 AMERICANS
BORN EVERY YEAR WITH
BIRTH DEFECTS!
HE ENJOYS CAMPING, HIKING AND
FISHING _WITH HIS PARENTS AND
FIVE HEAL1141 OLDER BROTHERS








FOR 1 4A. MOTHERS' MARCH.
VENT BIRTH DEFECTS


















Enjoy the sp••d and accuracy of a
TALLYMASTER adding machine to help
whiisk through tan-time figuring ihores
TALLYMASTER can breeze through the
job with capacity to spare Totals. 1C less
then 11,000,000 00 prints a permanent
and easy-to-road tape You can trust
TALLYMASTER because it is made by
Victor. Arivenca's largest manufacturer of
adding machines TALLYMASTERS add:
multiply, and subtrict Retractable carry-
lts4 handl*. Stores uptight on desk in 5"
x space Internal working parts made
of caw hardened cadium plated steel
Atroodtiv• avec/id° All TALLYMASTERS
pent wit guaranteed one year, including
labor Be ono of the smart Americans who
orifikes tricorns tan figuring (almost) furit.
buy • TALLYMASTER
Well aerated sadi.ng machine only
$52.00
THE LEDGER & TIMES
Office Supply Store




Mrs. Ruth Knight, Rte. I, Har-
din; Mrs. Nancy Fox, Dexter;
Harold Hill, Rte. 3, Benton;
Joseph Wilkerson, Rte. 7, Murr-
ay; John Coleman, Rte. 1, Dext-
er; Charles Paschall, Rte. 3,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Janie Ba-
rrow and Boy, Rte. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; John Brittle'', New Con-
cord; Master James Eldridge,
Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Marie Ha-
rris, 619 Ellis Dr., Murray; Isa-
ac Brandon, Rte. 1, Almo; Osco
Patterson, 1005 Poplar, Murray;
Bert Garland Rte. 1, Kirksey;_




Rte. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Athey
Gwen, Rte. 4, Murray; Tommie
Cavitt, 504 N. Cherry St., Murr-
ay; Seldon Lamb, Rte. 4, Murray;
Mrs, Emma McAllister and Boy,
Rte. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Linda
Williams and Boy, 715 College
Crt., Murray; Mrs. Tommie Pr-
itchett, Dexter; Vincent Walls,
506 Cherry, Murray; Mrs. Angie
Garner, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Bobbie Dethrow, 508 S. 4th, Mur-
ray; Ricky Tucker, Rte. 1, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Elsie Thurman and
Boy, 1725 Keenland, Murray; Bo-
one Smith, R te. 2, Asheboro, Nor-
th Carolina; Floyd Stone, Rte. 2,
Murray; Walter Comer, 805 Sy-
camore, Murray; William Wilk-
son, National Hotel, Murray;
Mrs. Nellie York, Rte. 1, Benton;
Hunter Love, 503 Poplar, Murr-
ay; Mrs. Vaonie Grogan (From





Gene Steeley, Rte. 7, Murray;
oy Falsom, 1505 Story. Murray;
Miss Lennie Thomas, 403 No.
1st St; Murray; Mrs. Anna Owen,
203 So. Ilth St., Murray; Mrs.
Novie Hale, 635 Murray Crt.,
Murray; Mrs. R honda Sturdivant,
1613-Ryan, Murray; Mrs. Kay






The Honor Roll for the third
six weeks period and for the
first semester at Fazon Elem
tary School has been released
by the Principal, Billy D. chi
land.
Those making the honor roll
for the third six weeks perIod
are: ( +indicates all A's):
4th Grade
Ricky Litchfield, Caen Kir
Chris Mathis, Timmy Storey
Timmy Lee Ross, Terassa Van-
ce, Jerry Houston, Brenda Hie.
Joe Stovers, Rte. ;. Murray..
Martin Wells, 816 Sha-wa-Circle,
Murray; William Garland, 319
So. 13th St., Murray; Mrs. Halite
Kratx, Rte. 1, Hazel; Cletus Guth-
rie, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Maudye











, RIB STEAK .1
ks, +Paul Guy, Beverly Gar-
land, +Sheila Evans, Kathy Dun.
can, add Marc Darnell.
5th Grade
Debbie Brooks, Leanne Brovm,
+ Terry Byerly, Lease Gordon,
Ricky Green, Ricky Horton, +
Linda Miller, Jerry Don Morris,
Teri Morris, Tammy Outland,
Sherry Ann Runyon,DonnaSmith,
Yolanda Brown, +Laurel GuY,Chuckle Spees, Sandra Stotts, and
Sherri Linn Thomas. Debbie Codes, Freda DIEM;
Janie Duncan, +Julia Greeatte-
Id, Vanatta Jeffrey, +Jauntier
Lovett,Doane Waldrop, and Mar-
RanDscilyvidHoostoNit Mark Wilson, "ea w119124. --
Danny Britt/lino !baron Buchan. Those making the h000r roll
















3 Lb }'kg Or More "MI Bee
Neuberger









Pam Robertson, +Dale Math-
is, + Bobby Scott, Martha Out-
land, Julia Saylor*, Brenda Out-
land, Janet Byerly, Anita Chan-






WITH $5.00 OR MORE ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE LIMIT 4 PLEASE
NO LIMIT NO PURCHASE La. 314
r SKr', Rtght 120s. Pkg.
Lb. 59C Sightless Freaks... 48$
0,— Mayer
Lb 694 %him. I.Lb. Pkg. 89t
lb. 89C Rustle, Cbickee.kt239C
Fresh 316 Lb.. 1. Up
Pork Chops. 
h. Loin Sliced
Slice.] Breakfast . Fresh Sliced
Duos 1-Lb. 754 Beef Liver Lb  58$
4 4.°z $Cans 1

















I Imo!, I Coupon Pr:
jofflia
Friskies- Chicken or Fish







Coupon Wort 100 On
Puzthase Of MiNwell House
Coffee 2 lb. Can
(mod Only At ALP Food Singes
Soup.,n Go-A lb. 'sal Jan. 24
r 14.thbut impt.n 
01.
11 . 
LITnit 14 num, Po ult. Ter -El.__ wit E
MOS
5 15 041
  17 04 Can
PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 24
-SAVE 174-
,M1
WED.I:IESDAY — JANUARY 21. WA 
_
Timmy Storey, TImmyLesAcuill,
Teresa Rance, +Jerry Haar
ton, BrendaRicks, +Pant • Obisoo
y Garland, +Sheila Es.
ans, Kathy Doman, Robert Duke,
Marc Darnall and Richt, Morris.
, - 5th Grade
Dabble Brooks, Leanne Brown,
Terry Byerly, Leese Gordon,
Ricky Horton, Ganz Miller, +
Linda Miller, Jerry Doan Morris,
Teri Morris, Tammy Outland,
Sherry Ann Runyon, +Donna
Smith, Chuckle Specs, Sandra
Stom, Sherri Lim Thomas and
Ricky Green.
OM Grade
David Rudolph, Mark Wilson,
Dorg* Boggess, Danny Brittaist,
Sharon Buchanan, Sherri
Ann Ross, Becky Etaddard, Haw
ale Smith and Dobbin_ Bynum.
7th Grade
Pam Robertson, +Dale Math-
is, +Bobby Scott, Martha Out..
lend, Brenda Outland, Janet By-




enship, Donne Waldrop, +Jenne-
fer Lovett, Vanneta Jaffrey, +
Julia Greenfield, Freda Dmcan, •
Debbie Coates and +Laurel Guy.
RIB ROAST
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DEL-MONTE PEARS 16 Or.





DEL-MONTE CATSUP 14 Oz.
FRUIT COCKTAIL 17 Oz.
STEWED TOMATOES 16 0,.
DEL-MONTE CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN CORN
OR CUT GREEN BEANS 150z
170,
Marvel
2 LbPk 394Fig Burs  g
li.n,y I.ik 21/4 OZ AA
listen? Petstuespkg
5 $100
Kleenex 60 CI Pls. Reg Poeltaf 2, orn I b
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,WASHINGTON (UPI) — "A
of confidence exists today
the American people
their news media."
That statement, from a task
ce report of the Naticoal
ion on the Causes and
remotion of Violence, accur-
ately describes a situation that
is mising great concern among
newsmen.
It's painfully evident that a
lot of people don't trust us any
more. Relatively few accuse us
of fairicating facts. The
suspicion is that we leave out
some of the relevant facts or
slant the presentation of the
story.
It's not altogether a bum rap.
To the shame of our whole
profession, so m e reporter:
sometimes do slant stories—
either deliberately or. (more
frequently) because they're too
lazy to dig up all the facts.
Charge Not Always True
But, as the violence commis-
sioo task force points out, the
charge of bias clues not always
stem from any deviation from
the truth on the part of the
press. "Frequently," the report
say, "it will be the result of the
news media's failure to tell its
audience what it would like to
hew,"
In Use* of stress like OW
present, the report says, there
is a strong tendency for people
to "listen to those voices that
agree with their own special
point of view,"
If the regular news media—
newspapers, news magazines,
radio and television stations—
do not tell it the way a person
wants to hear it, he may
conclude that they are biased
against his viewpoint, and are
therefore not to be trusted in
anything. „
The report says "strongly
committed persons" are parti-
cularly apt to find the regular
news CHOI unacceptable. And
the harder a newspaper tries to
be fair and objective, the more
likely it is to be accused of bias
by extremists.
Distrimt From Opposites
That's why distrust of the
non media is greatest at
opposite ends of the politi
spectrum.- in the new left and
the radical right.
Both of these groups have
developed their own channels of
"news" and opinion. The new
left has its so-called "under-
grand press" and the radical
right has numerous publications
as well as radio and television
programs which reflect its
point of view.
The long-run danger to
society lies in the tact that this
process tends to feed upon
itself. They are thereby rein-
forced in their opinions and
prejudices, and are driven
further and further into extra.
mism.






Rrinanmei conference in Co-
lumbus. Ohio. Texas compu-
ter magnate - miIItontIrr H.
"Roils Pertik_says he offered
lii personally"rince the re-
'building of every linol and
hespitat destroyed by Anteri-
c.in bombinit in North Viet-
mini in exehangi• for V.S.
prisoner. of-' wat. and that
Hanoi rejceted his.offer. He
visitant Southeast Asin -re.
4tasittrvollistrt-alft..
- Girt to - deliver Infriatnidli
oft* to American POWs..
THE LEDGER it, TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
I'm CONFIDENT I'm getting the finest in foods
at lowest prices consistent with good qualit "
CAMPBELL'S - 10k-ez. eon
Vegetable Soup - - - - 2 clionrs 290









Garden Delight - 2-1b. bag
FRENCH FRIES 
Frosty Acres - f-oz.
CUT GREEN BEANS 2 for
Morton - 11-oz
MEAT DINNERS excluding Ham 
Frosty Seas - 2-1b. pkg.
FISH STEAKS 
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
CUT CORN 
Morton - 14-oz. Assorted
CREAM PIES 
HUNT'S
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN




\6 OZ. JAR ONLY 89* COIWOU
,_ ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIA
*a'
WEDNESDAY — JANUARY 21: 11/0 
Ask ubour different cuts and how to prepare them




largt It 21 Can
3 cant 890
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days a 'Wok
PAGE TWELVE
•






boy, who has amused a net
worth in farming of more than
220,000 
. r 
is the 1969 winner al
the Futue Farmers of America
cutest.
He is Marvin Lee Wagon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. R. 0. Wllun,
Jr„ of Grand Rivers. He will
receive the contest's top prise,
a $500 U. S. Savings Bond.
Nine district winners in the,
contest will each receive 21
U. S. savings Hoods. The die.
trict winners, their chapters and
districtsaire
Greg t, Losses FFA Chap-
ter, Purchase District; Robert
&Ng Stuart, Daviess Coady
West Kentucky; Michael Kama
Branstetter, Metcalfe, South Cs.
drat; Charles R. (Bobby)lbark,
Jr„, West Hardin, North Central.
Gary Dale Moore, Shapherdrd-
Ile, Northern; Michael Scott Dot-
son, Woodford-County, North BI-
aggress; Donald Wayne 
Stanbrd, South BluegrassG;°*
Dobson. Hazel Green, Camber-
land and Dale Emmoos, Rem-
it* County, Eastern.
The state duunpion and the
nine district winners, along with
thdr parents and vocational ag-
riculture teachers, will be gues 
of honor at the  annual Farm
Awardp Landison
on Febraary 21, where they will
receive their awards.
Wilson has conducted his beef,
hog and row crop farming pro-
gram this year while commuting
to Padocsh Community College
where he is a freshman. He
hopes to finish work on a BS
degree in agriculture at the Univ-
eridty of ICenbacky and then re
turn home to help operate the
family arm.
He has held numerous FFA
offices including state FFA re
porter.
Dwane Rogers Calloway Co-
mty was a chapter winner anci
will receive an award plaque.
A certificate recognising 100 per
cant participation in the contest









Steve Williams, Rte, 5, Hca
1010, Murray; Floyd Stone, Rte.
2, Murray; Mrs. Georgia Carla.
ad, Rte. 1, Almo; Acre Miller,
1663 College Terrace, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Gary McColl, 528 Broad St,
Murray; Mrs. Shirley Rhea, Rte.
1, Almo; Mrs. Patricia Hendon,
512 S. 13th, Murray; Steve Will.
Jams, Rte. 5, Box 1010, Murray;
Mrs . Cargi Hibbard, W. Dog-
wood, Mon.y; L. D. Drowns,
Rte. 1, Mayfield; Glen McKinney,
Oi N. 18yet  s.Murray Miss
Cope, 
Mrs. Ila Pooler601 Vine, Murr-
ay; Mrs. Bettie Edmoods, 504
Whitnell Dr., Murray; Mrs. Betty
Clark, 108 W. 13th, Benton.7
Joe Pat and Emma Jean loc.,
to Ray D. and Patricia A. W
lot in Meadow Lane Subdi
Lakeland, Inc. to Robert
Marie Taylor, lot in
Shores.
Charles W. and Edith V. Dick
of Paducah to Preston Harris,
lot in Kenbuia Scenic Valley Sub-
division.
Evelyn 0. Randolph to R
E. Randolph, lot in city of Mur
ay.
Fallon E. and Irene C. Y
to Jackie and Shirley Burk
lot in Lynnwood Estates Subdi
sioo.
Lakeland, Inc. to Dana H.
ersoo,ilot in Panorama Shores.
Bertis L. and Gladys W. Doyi
to William and Ola Marose, lot
In Calloway County.
James and Sydney Holmes
Lakeland, Inc., lot in Panorama
Shores.
Alfred Brent Hughes to Glenda
G. Hughes, lot in Plainview Acr-
es Subdivistoo.
W. W. and Eva Hutson of Hazel
to Wesley C. and Mary Sue Pas-
chall, lot in Calloway County.
Gary and Dawn S. Young o
Benton, to Webb N. and Judith
K. Caldwell, lot in Callovrry-Co-
unty.
Oren and Melba Burkeen to
Barnett Sbolars, Ralph and Will-
iam Salentine Trustees of the
Pentecostal Holiness Church, lot
le Calloway County.
Larry D. and Brenda G. Parks
to Frances D. Stamps, lots in
Circarama Subdivision.
Patty Valentine Edwards to
Jerry D. Edviards, lot in Callo-
way Comity.
, Alfred V. PadSon of Evans-
ville, Ind and Stella Marie Poul-
son of Council Bluff, Iowa to Joe
and lassie Smith, lot in Calloway
ctleihtY.
Marie Netherton Bailey of Hu.
sagneme, Lillian N. Hale • of
Wdodburn, and Gladys N. Hale
to Near L. awl-Gladys N. Hale,
log In Calloway County.
Wallace and Billie Jean Sears







(Compiled by Ilhabliskan' Weekly)
P1•01••
THE GODFATHER - Mario POso
THE HOUSE ON THE STRAND -
Daphni du Maurier
THE FRENCH LIEUTENANT'S
WOMAN - John Fowles
THE SEVEN MINUTES - Irving
Wallace
THE INHERITORS - Harold
Robbins
IN THIS HOUSE OF BREDE -
Rumer Godden
THE PROMISE - Chain, Potok
PUPPET ON A CHAIN - Alistair
MacLean
FIRE FROM HEAVEN - Mary
Renault
THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN -
Michael Crichton -
• N•airlilles •
-H SELLING OF THE PAESI.
DENT 1968 - Joe McGiruiiss
PRESENT AT THE CREATION -
Dean Acheson
THE "TIER PRINCIPLP -
Laurence J. Peter and Raymond
Hull
AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTION-
ARY OF THE ENGLISH LANG.




Secretary Geoerat -Thant con-
ferred today with T000 repo-
hotc officials in his 10-national
toter 01 Wed Africa. Thant was
• .Cl. 'tied 
SARNOff RISIGNS , 111.1g
Gen I.Lev141 S.tinoff.y. who
uhelped lanch the. gi..nt
•'..• rt. p ,c ti v 101
N. ,11.-• .1g... 11.ts •• -ign• •1
ttp• ci
(•,,,I. 1011
•\ rt lit.1%1. tit' A.1 -111
11 \ .son, It•pbe.tt V.
t•t...1.1.•nt
• •.t.c.--..4aeg. .1.., 1.
ECCENTRIC "MiLlIONAIRE"—Michael James Brody, 21, and
his bride, Renee, talk to newsmen in New York following an
appearance on a TV program. He said he had inherited $25
million and "I might be worth a trillion" today. His Scars-
dale, N.Y., home and Broadway office were besieged when.
he announced he would give money to whomever .needed it.




State Senate Committee on
Labor and Industry has is-
sued favorable recommen-
dations on three bills, in-
chiding one to bring the
state prevailing wage law
in line with the federal
Devisfiacon Act.
Also given favorable 'rec-
ommendations for floor
icing Were two hills intro-
duced by Harlan Republi-
can James Brock relating
to workman's compensa-
tion.
The prevailing wage meas-
ure. vonsored by Hender-
son Democrat William L.
Sullivan, would enable the
Commissioner of Labor to
set prevailing' wages for
public contract projects on
a "regional" or multi-coun-
ty basis.
The first Brock bill
would allow dependants of
disabled employes to re-
cieve all allowances aue
such employes who d i e
from any cause.
The other measure
would permit an employe
afflicted with an occupa-
tional disease to choose his
own physician and medical
treatment facility while re-
qUiring the employer to
pay the expenses incurred.
Both measures were
passed by the. legislature in





Cl 1 1:"K• ""111 - (1
Uhl!' "111.%• ••• - ‘‘..•••11 - tic-re- ii,.-
111111 an' and ti.' %mewl,
are. -ale.
'neat., Ile.. wac it 'in ih.•
c.111 III. cougar% ..11.1.1.1,1.
tot.. 14.1111.1111.-• Ili .411,-.1•411r..1
Mc, jean Curt/cll. a moodier
Hirer . I•••
-nrrif w 11:1111•11'41
I.% (...11111% Hoard cif
titP,itotivr, I.. fill .1 %.11 :11114'Nr
-II, tii rm.
for the .411.1• !text \
%lien kyr term lc appt;Ititttp•Iti
M10111.1t1 t.
tam.- -fir,t an& kli.• itrol:.
alit% 11,/. mil% in Ow 11 rcl.
\•1r,.. Geri/All an ;pin ••
0461, lattieHalkieig dud quirk I.,
laugh iip jiei •••11.• ,tarted
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.111.111 ,1100.1.11 111•11111% 0.1 Mid% 1,/r1P-
firr. re1.1111.
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Garden Delight — — — — 2-lb. bag 3 F°. $1 POTATOES Re., or Whit.
TV DINNERS Banquetam  430 TOMATOES
PIE SHELLS 
 - All Dinners except h
3 FOR $1 BANANAS  
6 Pack Tray  
Pet Ritz - 2 in a pkg. 





































300 CAN 2/29C 18 1A2 oz.
KRAFT PURE BABY FORMULA
Orange Juice Similac


























NABISCO BOND SWEET MAXWELL HOUSE
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MN TOWN & Country mobile
M w 12' a 65'. Spanish mode
pie oversized bedrooms, each
eite private bath, overhead
Isms in living room, carpet in
eintg room and bedrooms. This
nese cost $8,000.00 less than
g smiths ago. We have peel
=1 off on it For a allof this amount it can
Es fours. Phone 753-7950 after
Map. ne
et a PONTOON boat with ce-
en lies couch, table, sink, cab-
inet and stove. Life jackets, 50
HP Johnson motor with 30 gal-
ls gas tank. Phone 753-6842.
J-22.0
UMSTERED Irish setter pup-
piss. Phone 753-1748. TFC
ZAP HAY. Call 753-7269. 34.1-P
FOLDING MESH play pen.
Ptooe 753-4693. J-21-C
BOXER BULLDOGS, air weeks
old. Phone Hays McCallon,
Route 2, Mayfield, 247-2502.
.1-21-C
1962 FORD (heel tractor, has
three 14 inch plows, disc, culti-
*tor, planter and bush hog.
Phone 489-3741. J-38-C
KOS/LE HOME, two bedroom,







Tuesday - Friday  3:30-9:30









ible, red with black top, $1450.-
00. Call 7634169. J-23-C
1968 CHEVROLET Impala four-
door hardtop. Air conditkmed,
power steering, 307 V-8 engine,
autcmatic transmissico, low
mileage. Burgany with black
trim, $21.95e0. Parker Ford
Inc., 7th and Main Street. Phone
753-5273. .1-23-C
'86 NEW YORKER, 4-door hard-
top, full power sod six. Clean,
one owner. Call 7534859. 3-23-C
SOWS AND PUS. Also bred
sows end gilts. Paris, Terme*
see, phone 842-3760. .1-22-P
ONE PAIR of full blooded Seale
Point Siamese cats. Phone 753-
W/3. J-22-C
AKC TOY Apricot Poodle pup-
pies. Phone 753-9330. .1-22-C
lie PORTABLE electric heater.
Three hand quilted quilts
Phone 753-3987 1-224
NEW MARINE Radio, Pierce-
Simpson, Ship-to-Shore, 30 watt,
with Antenna, $125.00. Phone
(502) 436-5432. .7-22-C
21 RICH black and white tele.
vision console, mahogany cabi-
net, AM-FM radio, stereo phono-
graph. Very reasonable. Phone
7531721.
ONE SET of tire chains, used
Doe tone, $10.00. phone 752
1517.,
1986 CHEVROLET station wa-
gon. V-8 engine, automatic trans-
million, power steering and
brakes, ainconditioning. Light
green with matching interior.
Lowmileage, one owner. $1395.-
00. Parker Ford Inc., 7th and
Main Street Phone 753-5273.
3.23-C
1984 CHEVROLET, $150.00.
Phone 753-6738 after 5:00 p. m.
1-23-C
1968 MUSTANG, two door hard-
top. 289 engine with four bar-
rel carburetor, four speed
transmission, radio, white wall
tires, snag wheel covers. Ember
glow with white laser stripes.
Local oar, $1295.00. Parker Ford
Inc. 7th and Main Street. Phone
7534273. 3,23-C
1963 BUICK Electzs, new tires,
battery, motor recently over-
hauled. Must sell, $550110. Call
499-3763 after 5:30 p. m. .1-23-C
 1964 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 88
'SAVE WTI71 SAFETYw tour doge sedge. see engine, an-
Uncle Jeff's Discount Phuln- Mimetic trammtmion, air-condi-
acy. Prove to yourself you csa tinting, power steering, power
111WIS money on all Doctor's PM- brakes, radio, white well tires.
miptiane We quote prices. No
obleptions. All prescriptions
filled by a Registered Pharm-
acist-Safe with Sefe-T. Open
Sundays. J-211-C
HAT. Cde Ben Nix 753-3785.
.1-23-C
TWO 10 GALLON and one 511
Villa aquarium sets, below
wholesale. Cali 7624350 after
3:30 daily. 3-23-P
FIVE BURIAL LOTS for sale.
Call 763-2688. 3-234
AKC PEICINGe'SF puppies.
_Two'males, seven and one-half
weeks old. Already wormed.
Beautiful and healthy. Call 753-
4469. .1.23-C
SOLID OAK merchandise ta-
bles. 27" wide by 55" long; 34
inches high. Phone Littleton's,
7534623. 3444
OUR SPRING Materials have ard-'
rived, such as Bonded Acrylic,
decree, double knit, polyester
crepe. Nesbitt Fabric Shop, HA-
W Ilighwee. Phone 482-8211.
3-23-C
WINTER CLEARANCE: The
College Shop, 214 North 15th
Street is now hiving their wise
ter clearance on; Sults end
Noel coats up to 50% discount
Shirts up to 50% discount.
Sweaters 30% to 50% dis-
count, The Colitge Shop, 214
North 15th., phone 753-3242.
3-23-C
USED Admiral ecica. television
Jest like new. Denies TV &
Aepilanoe Service, 118 South
12th Street. Phone 753-3037.
3-23-C
LOOT POUND
LOST: One black Labrador Re-
' toever. Answers to the mime
of Tnunp. If found or see a
please call 753-9888. .1.21-C
LoST: Medium black Beagle,
answers to name of Blackie.
Lest near Wildcat Creek. Re-
ward. Phone 753-4769. .1-22-P
Local car. Looks and runs like
new. $1095.00. Parker Ford Inc.,
76 and Main Street. Phone 756-
5273. .1-23-C
1984 FA1RLANE 500 four-door
sedan. Dark blue with vinyl
trim to match. 260 V-8 engine,
automatic transmission, radio,
white wall tires. Tennessee ti-
tle, $795.00. Parker Ford Inc.,




1969 GTO Convertalle, 15,000
miles, four speed. Power steer-
ing, power brakes, windows.
Factory air, $2996. Call May-




Home Part located on N. 16th
St., will have 2 mobile homes
available for the spring semes-
ter. Only two minutes f r o m
campus. Married couples only.
For appointment to inspect,
phone 436-5862, 753-7905 or 733-
7770. 141-NC
TWO-BEDROOM duplex spare
meats, central beat and air,
built-in range, ceramic tile both,
carpet throughout Cali or see
Gene Steely, Soutbaide Shop.
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
753-7850. 4.71-C
NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one black from campus.
Phone 753-8425 or 753-5982.
.1-31-C
3-BEDROOM brick house, 1%
baths, fireplace, 7 month sub-
lease, available., $160.00 per
month. Call 753-4891. J-29-C
•
4-ROOM apartment for boy
Call 733-1958 or 437-3513.1-24-C
REAL NICE 10' wide two-bed-
room Wailer. Natural gas and
air-conditioning. Private. Mar-
ried couple. Phone 753-4481.
ROOM FOR one or two boys.
Furnished apartment for couple
or UM boys, Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
758.6609.
NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kit-
chen privileges for collage boys.
Phone 753-5865 or 7534108.
TFC
TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished
house, central heat and air-cone
ditioned, carpeted, near Uni-
versity. No small children.
Available now. Phone 753-4575
after 5:00 p. m. 1-27-C
SMALL furnished apartment, to
suitable working lady or cou-
lee, $70.00 per month. Utilities
furnished. Outside entrance
Will need car. Phone 753-1794:
3-23-C
ONE-BEDROOM furnished *-
pertinent with bath, kitchen,
large living room, dining area
combination, across from Col-
lege Campus. $75.00 per month.
Mrs. L. R. Putnam, 1508 Chest-
nut Street. Phone 753-1893.
J-27-C
1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, long
wide bed, custom cab, two-tone
blue and white, V-8 engine, au-
tomatic transmission. Leesl one
owner, $1895.00. Pieter Ford
Inc., 7th and Main Street. Phone
753-5273. 3,23-C
WANTED: January 4, 1970,
Nes of the Ledger !names. $2.000.00 BUYS my Equity
Please bring by the
REAL ESTATE POI SALE
REDUCED for quick Sale. Own-
er leaving Murray, January 1st.
Two-beiroom home with extra
large living and dining room
Newly redecorated. Shag car-
gating throughout, beautiful
(Impedes and will paper, elec-
tric heat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliances, in-
cludes range with self-cleaning
oven, refs' eferator with vertical
freezer and automatic lee mak-
er, also dishwasher and garbage
disposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N
Ifith St. Phone 753-1474 or 753
4775 after 5:00 p. m. for ap
pointment km.-22-e
BY OWNER Extra nice thres.
bedroom modern frame home,
outbuildings, and twenty-five
acre form. Has 11 acre corn
base, 1.23 dark fired tobacco
base. House and outbuildings






North 4th WOK 
TI.tic house and two acres, owned by
.--- - ---' _ Miles Sholar, near Aurora Neil
weegliSlie--Nielbsememede.aalleSiesushtese--mazish--
13.-atory. Pbosse 4924436. 3.22-C KY. -
FOUR-BEDROOM green stained
Atrium house, Central best and
air, -carpeted, family room, two
Maim double garage, fireplace,
large court yard, city school
eistrict. Phone 7534283. TFC
3-23-C
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
3:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to Dare
Castle, Chestnut Street No
phone calls please. TFC
NATIONALLY KNOWN com-
pany needs several ladies for
full or part time employment.
Call 753-3006 for appointment
3-21C
UGH! Those January Bills. Re
lax-you can pay them from
your earnings as an Avon Rep-
resentative-find out how right
now-call quickly-Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady
Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064
Phone 965-3363. H-J-23C
WANTED: Working partner to
manage Baker & Baker Em-
ployment Service opening soon
in Murray. law investment. Po-
tential earnings 1st year to
$15,000. See Cecil Cobb, owner
Baker & Baker Employment
Service, 1025 W. lir o a d w a y,
Mayfield, Ky., 247-1501, 1-23-C
WANTED: Cooks and assiatents,
days. Send resume plus salary




PICK-UP, delivery service offer.
ad on shoe shines at Here-
buckle's Barber Shop. (Whet
you have 3 or more pair.) Call
753-3686. Trmc
TOE YOUR hoses remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free sill-
Cell 7534123. Jan.-211-C
SAWS MAD, electric beaters
mid all mull appliances rever-




BELTONE factee7 fresh boot-
leg aid batteries for all make
hearing MU, Walls Drugs.
TFC
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup-
ply stcre. TFNC
EUGENE A. DIAMONT has
been formally and permanently
relieved of his duties at Geno's
Inc. 1302 Chestnut Street, J-22-C
DUN-RITE Roofing and Siding




SEPTIC TANK Pumping, call
Rex Camp. In business for 8
years, licensed to pump septic
tanks by Kentucky State Dept.
of Health. Call 7534833.
3-22-C
WATER LINES thawed out,
Phone 753-4858. 1-22-P
WILL DO baby sitting in your
home, nights only. Phone
7634741. ITC
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 7534123 or .753-
7048. Fiesb.41.0
Blueberry boom
MARMORA, N.J.' (UPI) - If
you like blueberries you're
partly to blame for this (or can
share the credit if you prefer):
the North American Blueberry
Council says more pounds of
frozen blueberries were
consumed during the month of
October, 1969, than ever before
in one month. The total:
13.211,000 pounds.




trimmed or removed, Landscsp-
ing. Yard care. For these ser-
vices call Kelly's Termite and
Pest Control 753-3914, located
200 South 13th Street.
H-J-21-C
ra..ncraoLux SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, ley., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 3823178
Lynnville, Kentucky. Feb.-20-C
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my heart-
felt thanks to all who extended
comforting sympathy and help
in the sudden death of my hus-
band, Orville (Sonny) Herndon.
Also for the beautfiul service,
floral offerings ape other kind-
nesses and to Brother John
Bradley and Brother J. L Hicks,
for the carde Since I came home.
I am deeply grateful. May




URGES RULES CHANGE - Ap-
pearing before the Demo-
cratic Party's Commission on
Rules meeting in Minnea-
polis, 'Cm., former Vice
President Hubert Humphrey
calls for major changes in
rules governing National
Democratic Conventions. He
also said a chief need is "to
get away from the feeling
many people have that con-
ventions are rigged-that we
don't permit fair play."
Wine on the doorstep
BUENOS-.AIRES (UPI) -
Enterprising wine dealers have
started a new customer service -
home delivery, just like milk.
Their average customer orders a





Kentucky Village near here has
been selected as - the first
juvenile-delinquent treettnerit
center in the nation to take part
in a federal pilot program to
provide job-bonding assistance
to released trainees.
Under the program, federal
aid would be used.to insure an
employer with a cash bond that




PALMER, Alaska (UPI) -
Ray Rebarchek has regained his
title of World Cabbage King.
The Matanuska Valley farmer
has a 73-pound head of cabbage
In his 1969 crop. Rebarchek
held the title for two weeks in
1968 with a pair of 70-pounden
but Max Sherrod came up with
one head weighing 72 pounds
and he held the title until
Rebarchek topped that in 1969.
* * *
The Boston Public Library




Yellow cabs now are cruising the
streets of Stockholm for the
benefit of people who have had
difficulty distinguishing private
cars from cabs. Hitherto,
Stockholm cabs have been black
but they are gradually being
replaced b!, the yellow ones.
*
The 'Texas Barbed Wire
Collectors Association is the
oldest and largest barbed wee












































































Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
































by Charles M. Schulz
SOMETIMES I WISH HE'D .GET HIS






















NOPE. GUESS I'LL BE HERE ANIOTHER
COUPLE 0 HOURS TRYIN' To MAKE
(' -SENSE OUT 0' THIS SILL .S0 TAKE
',MR TIME ,
brit. Van Buren
reE BEEN Tier/NG UP
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All BOYS 9 TO 11
IS SAIGON REPORT
REOS RAID my lAI
AREA REFUGEE 1,TE
KM 14 CIV.I145r,














Naud Kirk of Benton Route
Five, father of Mrs. Irene Chit-
wood of Murray, died Sunday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was 72 years of age and
a retired chemical worker. He
was a member of the Ledbet-
ter Baptist Church.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday at one p. m. at the
U115011 Ridge Baptist Church
with Rev. Heyward Roberts and
Rev. M. M. Hampton officiat-
ing. Burial was in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rena Kirk; four daughters, Mrs.
Chitwood of Murray, Mrs. John-
nie Tubbs and Mrs. James Ru-
dolph of Benton Route Five,
and Mrs. Galen Henson of Ben
ton Route Font, nue son, Gold
en Kirk of Benton Route One;
one brother, Fred Kirk of
Oak; 11 grandchildren;
great grandchild.
SUPREME COURT? — A lialrle
reported on President Nix-
on's list of possible U.S. Su-
preme Court nominees is
that of Federal Circuit
Judge .Harrold Carswell, 50,
ihrrern in binclftrifterli in
Tallahassee, Fla.
Odher &raw&
MS • - New 'SS
e40 • • Hew '32








Mrs. Lucy Paschall and Baby
Girl, Rte. 1, Paris, Tenn.; Jam-
es Spann, 1311 Vine, Murray;
Master Wayne Higgins, Rte. 7,
Murray; Miss Diane Beale,
Almo; Miss Joann McAdoo, Rte.
1, Puryear, Tenn., Miss Helen
Garrett, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Faye Puckett, 1105 Gatesboro-
ugh, Murray; Miss Jane Fraser,
Hart Hall, Box 436, MSU, Murr-
ay; Mrs. Robbie Raspberry, 412
So. 10 St., Murray; Mrs. Sarah
Huxley, 908 Olive, Benton; Wil-
son Hughes, 803 Story, Murray;
Morris Caldwell, Box 77, Hazel;
Lowell Jones, 1204 Olive, Mur-
ray; Ma:ster Monty Thompson,
Almo; Mrs. Kay Woods, 312 No.
12th St., Murray; Baby Boy Out-
land, 1108 Circarama, Murray;
Bernard Rowland, Rte. 1, Almo;
Buford Brown, Box 491, Murray;
Mrs. Katie Geurin, Rte. 5, Box
400, Murray; Lonnie Shroat, 909
Olive, Murray; Mrs. Tyne Fulks,
Cadiz; Bernice Boyd, 1619 Main,
Murray.
Mrs. Doris Gibson, Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. BonnieJones,1608
Keeuland, Murray; Will Smith,
Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Verlene
Ezell, 515 Whitnell, Murray;
Mrs. Aloha Wiliam, 400 NO.
St., Murray; Joseph Wilkerson,
Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Nancy Fox,
Meer; MISS 1:31inte TIMMS;
403 No. 1st St, Murray; Mrs.
Faye Puckett, 1105 Gatesborou-
gh, Murray; ifga.-teutal Pucke-
tt, Wingo; Mrs. Lidia Parker,
Rte 1, Kirksey; Virgil Nana-
ey, 1311 Sycamore, Murray.
Yvonne is back,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Yvonne De Carlo will return to
the screen for a cameo role in
"The Delta Factor," based on
a Mickey Spillane novel.
'One Day' location
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
"One Day in the Life of Ivan
Denisovicb," dealing with Soviet
prison camps in the Stalin era,
will be filmed on location in
ay starriag, Eregieenere Tcan
Coer rtenay.
MEM surrs
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Drees and Sport
Funeral services for Tremon
P. Farris will be held Thursday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Johnson Eas-
ley and Rev. John Penny of;
ficiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the ar-
rangements by the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home where fri-
ends may call.
Mr. Farris, age 63, was burn-
ed to death in his home one mile
east of Tri City on Highway 94
Monday at 6:30 p. m. He was
home alone at the time of the
fire as his wife was in Garden
City, Mich., for the funeral of
her father, Thomas Adams..
The deceased was a member
of the Burnett's Cliapel United
Methodist Church. He was the
son of Walter (Buddy) Fenix
who died in 1964 and -of Mrs.
Lola Carraway Farris who suc-
cumbed in 1937. He was em-
ployed by the Ford Motor Com-
pany in Detroit, Mich, until his
retirement in 1981.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Edna Farris of Farmington
Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
James (Doris) Key and Mrs.
Tommy (Gayle) Miller of Lynn
Grove; one son, Treman P. Far-
ris, Jr., of Gorden C117, Mich.;
three aisterk Mrs. Pablo  Bed-
&ss of- Murray Route Three,
Mrs. Mellie Harris of Murray,
and Mrs. Virginia Pritchard of
eId; one blather, Walter
Lean Farris of Tri-City; eight
grandchildren. One son, Rich-
ard Farris, died bit 1958.
The name Benny Renfroe sho-
uld have been Benny Pittman
in the list submitted for the six-
th grade honor roll at New Con-
cord Elementary School that
ran in Monday's issue of the
Ledger & Times.
By United Press laternatioesal
Polynesia is estimated to
have been the last habitable
area of the globe that was pop-
ulated by men.
DAAASAZINE CLUB
The Magazine Club will not
on Thursday, January 22,
to the weather conditions.
MORMONS MOURN David 0.
McKay, president of the
.Chnrch of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints since
1951. who is dead in sAtt
Lake City at 9t1
N In a series for home and 
school scrap-o. 6 books on American historical backgrounds
and heroes. Jan. 18, 1770, John Adams wrote in his
diary sadly, referring to James Otis, "He talks so
much and . fills it with obsceneness, profaneness,
nonsense and distraction fear, I tremble, I
mourn for the man and his country. Many others
mourn him with tears in their eyes."
This was the same man of whom John Adams
also wrote, after listening to Otis' appeal to the
Supreme Court of Massachusetts Bay Colony
against the Writs of Assistance [applied for by
British customs officers], -Ow was a flame of fire,
with a promptitude of classical illusions, a depth of
re_segrch, a rapid summary of historical events and
dates, a...profusion of legal authorities, a prophetic
glance into the futurity, and a torrent of impetuous
eloquence ... American independence was then and
there born. Every man in the crowded audience
appeared to go away, as I did, ready to take up
arms about Writs of Assistance . . ."
Otis' voice was raised strongly then and on other
occasions, against arbitrary claims of King George
III's ministers before Patrick Henry's was. His in-
fluence reached far from the range of his voice: his
pamphlet, Rights of the Colonies Vindicated, was as
stirringly challenging as any of 'll'homas Paine's.
Otis was vilified in the Tory press, and threatened
with bodily harm, until the latter befell him late in
1769. One of the royal commissioners of customs at
Boston, John Robinson, confronted Mr. Otis in a
public place and fomented an attack by ruffians.
Otis was so severely clubbed that he recovered his
senses only in rare flashes. He was to live until
1783 without realising that the clarion for freedom
that he had sounded eventually produced the revo-
lution and victory. He was killed by lightning.
James Otis could be called the first-martyr in the
struggle for independence.
Early 19th century engraving of
James Otis, and facsimile signature.
The Battle of Breed's and Bunker Hills
On 1775) was to effect one temporary
lucid interval. Aroused by the stir in
Cambridge as men rallied to defense of
these positions, Otis took possession of
a musket, Joined a column of volunteers,
dug In with them, and served bravely
--in-the repulse of the attackers. Then he
relapsed mentally, until his death.
CupyrAdst *1970, Clark Rianaird. Distributed by King Features limes:ate
NEW YORK (UP1)—Stocks
opened higher today in moder-
ate turnover.
The market snapped a seven-
day slide Tuesday, but many
analysts suggested the news
offered little support to help
sustain demand. The general
feeling was that the market will
bump along near current levels
until President Nixon delivers
the State of the Uaion message
Thiiiitlay afternoon,
Shortly after the opening, the
U P I marketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.30 per cent
on 5It'AssmactrIded. There
were 240 nEes and 124
declines. •
International Telephone
dipped 14 to 56'8. The opening
of American Telephone was
held up pending a news
announcement.
Sears, Roebuck was un-
changed at 65s; while Itek
dipped '8 to 73, and Colgate-
Palmolive to 43. Johns-
'Manville eased ',8 to 27-a
In the oil group, Union of
California gained 1 8 to 341 s.
and Standard of California to
49%, Ashland and Getty were
unchanged at 24 8 and 45,
respectively,
Among the electronics, RCA
picked up 14 to 31'2, but- Litton
'dinned l a to 29'2. Memorex
rose 34 to 157, while Honeywell
fell 134 to 143, and IBM 11 _ to
• 355.
Southern Pacific eased '8 to
331 1 in the rail group, while
U.S. Steel held unchanged at 34.
In the automotive group,
Getural Motors lost 1 E to 6638 ,
Ford l a to 401,4. ,
Lowenstein gave up to les
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1— REACHING REDS VIAE. CAMBODIA PORTS OF
SIHANOUKVI1K REAM
MEMPHIS, Tenn., Jan. 20—A
19;year-old Graves County youth
was listed in serious condition
today at Baptist Hospital here
from injuries suffered in a car
accident in Graves County, Ky.,
ast Saturday.
Steve Marshall, son of Mrs.
James Marshal! of Mayfield Rt.
3, suffered an injury to his
spine as well as fractures of the
leg and pelvis. The spinal in-
jury left the youth paralyzed.
following the accident.
Marshall was- a passenger in
a car driven by Carl David
Dickerson, 19, of Mayfield Rt. 2.
The young men teiantedly
were coming from Water Valley
when the car ran out of con-
trol near Cruce's Store in the
Graves County community of
Pilot Oak. The car crossed the
road and rammed into a tree.
The accident occurrid about
8 p.m. Saturday.
Dickerson, son of 
Mrs. Wilburn Dickerson, suf-
fered cuts and bruises in the
accident. He is listed in satis-
factory condition at Hillvie,
Hospital in Fulton, Ky.
Real complaint
NOTTINGHAM, England
(UPI) — Derek Dawson, 44, won
a court award of 300 pounds
($720) for injuries received
when he fell while at work.




ST. LOUIS (UPI) — PTA
leader Harriet Woods sent
messages to parents of students
at Hanley Junior High School on
ways to pay their dues. Send the
money, she said, to the school
"via your child or the U.S.







FLOUR Plain or Self-Rising — — —
USING THIRD HEART—Geraide
K. Rector has been given a
second new heart at Univer-
sity of Michigan Hospital in
Ann Arbor. He received his
first new heart last March
16, and a decision was made
to perform a second trans-
plant when his first trans-









The Murray Woman's Bowl-
ing Association will bold a meet-
ing Monday, January 26, at 7:00
p. m. in the meeting room at
Corvette Lanes.
The purpose of the meeting
Is to discuae plans for the City
Tournament. All Executive Bo-
ard members and regular mem-
bers are urged to be present.
Executive Board Members
are:
Joye Rowland, Verona Gro-
-gan, Estelle Ezell, Glynda
Black, Martha Ails, Marilyn
Parks, Glad), Ethertcn, Glenda
Hill, Peggy Hendon, Wanda
Nance, Isabel Parks, and Hilda
Jackson.
Macao, Portuguese outpost
near Hong Kong, exports
firecrackers at the rate of 10
tons a day.
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